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Comment.
Browne (82958)Consultee

tyrellbrowne@gmail.comEmail Address

35 michelleAddress
hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Browne (82958)Comment by

PC_100Comment ID

31/08/18 23:59Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I feel there are no issues with parking in Hahei village and I do not want to see paid parking at the
beach or restrictions on residential streets. I feel there was an issue with the Cathedral Cove car park
but will be fixed with the new car park at Caters farm.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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http://haveyoursay-tcdc.objective.com/portal/parking_control/parking_control?pointId=1533596923662#1533596923662


Comment.
Mr Mark Milmine (58560)Consultee

milmines@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

99 Puketui Valley RoadAddress
RD1
Hikuai
3579

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Mark Milmine (58560)Comment by

PC_101Comment ID

01/09/18 00:55Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not believe that Hahei village has a parking problem during the summer peak (save for issues at
Cathedral Cove car park which are already being managed. Sure, the village is busy for the summer
holidays, with insufficient marked car parks near the main visitor points (beach and shops) however
there is ample parking on berms. If makes no sense to me to prohibit visitors from parking as close
as possible to their destination (so long as they are doing so without impinging on the safety of others.
The Cathedral Cover park'n'ride car park is too far from the beach for families to walk with all their
beach gear and enjoy what should be a free activity in NZ. I submit AGAINST the proposed bylaw
amendment and FOR retaining the status quo.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
mr Richard Richard Pagey (82960)Consultee

richardpagey@yahoo.comEmail Address

3 emmerdale driveAddress
hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

mr Richard Richard Pagey (82960)Comment by

PC_102Comment ID

01/09/18 05:05Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I strongly appose the proposed new parking amendment for Hahei.

My vote would be No

Thank you

Email from Richard Pagey

Id like to submit my say about the proposed parking changes for Hahei.I think that what has been
proposed has beed pushed tru council by a very few Hahei residents with there own agenda.I am a
Hahei resident and I appose the proposed parking changes.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546723.pdf
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Comment.
Patawa Farm Judy & Richard Gould (82972)Consultee

patawafarm@gmail.comEmail Address

409 Mystery Creek RoadAddress
RD 1
Hamilton
3881

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Patawa Farm Judy & Richard Gould (82972)Comment by

PC_103Comment ID

02/09/18 21:51Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We prefer Option 1

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in
support of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but I
live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Joan Keucke (82975)Consultee

joankeucke@gmail.comEmail Address

164 Orchard RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Joan Keucke (82975)Comment by

PC_104Comment ID

30/08/18 00:58Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I strongly feel the 2 proposals given for us to choose from are both deeply undesirable , and complete
over reaction to the summer time crowds at Hahei . Having lived here for over 20 years, enjoy the
summer vibrancy of holidays and seaside fun ...a long tradition all over NZ .Visitor numbers have
increased ,but I have noted the car park at the entrance to the village is working very well even in
winter when tourist could park anywhere . I support a few minor changes , that can be assessed
annually and improvements made

*Increase entrance parking with a summer only extension , ie a gravel area that would only be used
for a few months each year * All camper vans and busses must park at Village entrance * customers
for water taxi , Cathedral kayaks , and Hahei explorer directed to park at Village entrance and get
picked up from there .

* all weather footpaths along beach road to beach ( where was temporary last year ) *foot path from
the Church accommodation and Bistro along beach road

If further restrictions are required as numbers grow , then possibly time limited parking to 120 mins at
most desired locations .

I am extremely opposed to pay and display at the beach front . I see it as the role of central government
to fund infrastructure , via the local council to implement , with an airport tax being the simple option .
After all it is tourism NZ who has put Hahei on the world map .

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5541428.pdf
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Comment.
Kevin O'Brien (82976)Consultee

ob.kn@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

54 Grange RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Kevin O'Brien (82976)Comment by

PC_105Comment ID

29/08/18 01:04Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Definite 'NO' to both proposed amendments to the parking control bylaw.Grange Road works fine
yellow lined as is. This enables clear access for locals, the well used shuttle bus service and any
emergency vehicles.

Suggest any limitation to the balance of Hahei Streets and berm parking, say within 500 metres of
Hahei Beach, (with the exception of the business area), be time limited (by signs and policing), to 90
minutes 7 days/week, 9am to 5pm from 1 December to Easter Monday.

If monitored/policed appropriately, this would encourage Cathedral Cove etc track walkers to park at
the Village entry carpark as 90 minutes would not allow time for the majority of visitors to complete the
walk, let alone spend some time there.

The 90 minute limit for the busy 1/3 of the year would give Hahei Beach users/visitors/locals time to
swim and enjoy the beach, also with the option of re-parking their vehicle for alternative 90 minutes
periods as vehicle parking spaces would tend to over more frequently. (As they do in many time limited
carparks and adjacent streets area parking at popular. Australian beaches with populations far bigger
than Hahei)

Obviously, the business area vicinity parking would need to be restricted differently.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5540799.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 2
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Comment.
Ngaire O'Brien (82979)Consultee

ob.kn@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

54 Grange RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ngaire O'Brien (82979)Comment by

PC_106Comment ID

29/08/18 01:51Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

NO to both proposed amendments.Grange Road parking remains as it presently is.

Rest of Hahei - 90 minute parking on all streets within 500 metres of Hahei Beach. Bern parking
allowed.

Business area and Community Centre carpark to be looked at separately.

90 min parking between 9am and 5pm, 7 days/week during October to April.

Parking officers employed to monitor parking. Their wages paid from fines, excess used for Hahei
infrastructure. These officers could be used exclusively for Hot Water Beach, Cooks Beach and Hahei.

90 minute parking allows use of Hahei Beach; Cathedral Cove visitors encouraged to use visitor entry
carpark which is fully utilised in summer and will become normal area to park in the coming years.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5540797.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Bob Nicholls (75126)Consultee

bobnicholls@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

1147 Purangi RoadAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Bob Nicholls (75126)Comment by

PC_107Comment ID

28/08/18 02:22Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My comment as an occasional visitor to Hahei – generally with family and friends showing off the
“sights” in the area. I do not favour option 1 – this smacks of giving “locals” special concessions while
putting visitors off. It could lead eventually to having a “gated” village where visitors are banned or
charged for the privilege of entering. As I understand it, the roads are public roads and any person
can use them at any time– this is a basic human right and no one is able to stop such use unless it is
a safety or hazard.eg flood, slip roadwork etc. The retention of free, but time restricted, car parking
within the existing beach front car parks should continue. This should also include several disabled
person parks. Option 2 (modified as above) is therefore my preferred option.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5533775.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Mrs Anne Taylerson (82977)Consultee

anne.peter@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Villa 151 Summerset Falls VillageAddress
31 Mansel Drive
Warkworth
0910

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Anne Taylerson (82977)Comment by

PC_108Comment ID

03/09/18 02:26Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I believe that 'resident only' parking in Hahei is too restrictive and would penalise businesses in such
a manner that a number would possibly close. It would also be costly to introduce and police.

If 'Resident Only' parking is required in some designated areas then 2 permits for each residence must
be allocated. The permit to designate the address of the residence the permit is allocated to. This
would then allow for visitors to that residence to display the permit while present.

The best option would be to increase the number of roads with broken yellow lines on parts of streets
where the hazard to road users are most exacerbated by visitor parking and/or on one side of the
street.

Do not prohibit berm parking unless such parking endangers pedestrians - ie areas where the berm
is very narrow.

Prohibit all caravans and campervans from parking anywhere except in public car parks and on private
property.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 2
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Comment.
Thom and Pamela Dodd (82267)Consultee

thom.pamela.dodd@actrix.co.nzEmail Address

15 Grierson CloseAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Thom and Pamela Dodd (82267)Comment by

PC_109Comment ID

28/08/18 02:29Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Scott SummerfieldThank you for the letter inviting feedback on the parking issues in Hahei. To begin
with, we would like you to know that the Hahei Ratepayers committee does not speak on our behalf
despite us being members for 22 years. The committee (officers, etc) meet once a month - they neither
seek input from ratepayers on agenda items nor do they report back to us in a timely way. Their
opinions seem to be those of the committee alone, and are sometimes way off from how the ratepayers
in the community feel about issues. Having said that, here are our thoughts on parking in Hahei. -
Neither Proposal, Option 1 nor Option 2, captures the essence of what is needed to alleviate parking
problems. - Option 1 is better than Option 2, but needs significant changes to be workable. What
needs to be added/changed -The community center carpark needs to be considered. We have
groups that attract people from all over (Tairua/Pauanui to Whitianga/Kuaotunu) for bridge, quilting,
kids playgroup, yoga, pilates, community meetings, etc on a weekly basis - the hall is an important
part of out community. The library also operates 6 days per week. Many drive from places too far to
walk from or bring equipment, and many are elderly and need to park nearby. The carpark fits the bill
but in summer is often filled with cars of beachgoers, tourists, etc leaving too few carparks for people
going to classes/gatherings at the hall. I see nothing that addresses how to reserve these spaces for
hall users. - Many locals who live in the area - particularly between cooks beach and whenuakite,
link road, etc use hahei Beach as their main family beach. Permits to park for residents would have
to include residents of these areas as well as they must travel larger distances to get to the beach that
they have used for years. - Grange Road - the "Tow away Zone" signposts and dotted yellow lines
are completely ignored along the section of Grange road between Tutaritari Road and Patricia Place.
The number of cars parked on this stretch making walking on the beach side of the road dangerous,
as the road is narrow and the and the trafic from Cathedral Cove is relentless. This is the route for all
the locals who live in this part of town (grange road and Patricia place, Grierson Close, etc) who walk
to Tutaritari reserve (or thru to the beach), and compromises out safety every time we go to the beach.
The sidewalk on the other side of the street is way up on the terrace and doesn't serve Tutaritari reserve

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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as an access route. the only solution to this safety concern is to place some bollards linked by
chains (similar to the ones at the beach end of hahei Beach Raod) along these stretches. They do a
perfect job of restricting parking and allowing access for walkers at the end of beach road, and would
do the trick nicely on Grange Road with minimal cost and no patrolling of the area necessary in the
long term. - Temporary cones and tape were trialed last summer along the west side of hahei Beach
Road, giving pedestrians half of the verge and confining parking to the other half. Permament bollards
linkie by chains would be a nice looking and permanent fix here as well. This allowed a reduced but
adequate number of "first come first served" carparks and at the same time provided safe walking
for mums with stroillers, grandparents/parents with littlies, kids going to and fro alone, etc. Lets get it
mad permanent this year. (Chains could be removed off season at homeowners request, but i doubt
any would want them removed - all seem to prefer not having their berms become carparks. - The
water taxi and kayaking businesses have heavily impacted the beachfront parking at the end of hahei
Beach Rd., and this is the first area that should be metered - i suggest a very steep cost with a short
term, as they should be strongly encouraged to use the visitor carpark off Pa road. -Finally - the only
people who would not need parking permits under Option 1 are us locals who live close enoug to the
beach wo walk. Personally, we have lived here 22 years permanently and never driven to the beach.
Thank you for taking the time to read and take these suggestions on board. Our primary motivation

for addressing the issues are safety of the large numbers of walkers going to and from the beautiful
beach/walkways we have in our area.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5533761.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 2
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Comment.
Christine Bannan (82981)Consultee

christine.bannan@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

35 Grange RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Christine Bannan (82981)Comment by

PC_110Comment ID

28/08/18 02:34Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to make a submission on the two options put forward by the Council to change the above by-law.

Option 1 - Resident Parking Only This will create problems for people who live outside the village
boundaries but work in the village over the summer. Will these employees have to pay to park? The
village entry carpark is usually full early each and every day over the height of the holiday season.
There is also the people who access the community centre and library such as librarians, bridge
players, parents and children going to play group and using the library. A number of these users live
outside Hahei. There is nothing in Option 1 that caters for this type of use at the community centre
car park. If it is residents only who receive one parking permit and there is no parking on berms, this
limits holiday activities for extended families who gather during this time. Option 2 - No stopping lines
I live in Grange Road and the no stopping lines have worked effectively for road safety but have
impinged on my activities, and many other Grange Road artists, as there is no parking for visitors to
our studios during the Mercury Bay Art Escape Open Studio Tour in March of each year. Prior to the
restriction, there were up to nine artists exhibiting. Most now no longer participate. The imposition of
no stopping lines in every street in Hahei will preclude all artists from participating in the Art Escape.
It will also impinge on other cultural and family activities if the restrictions are in place all year round.
Consequently, I do not support either of the above options. Suggested Solutions

1 Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Assn along with elected representatives from TCDC, negotiate
with DoC a restriction on the number of people visiting Cathedral Cove each day from Boxing
Day to Waitangi Weekend. This would manage parking over the busiest time of the year. Until
this comes to fruition, we as residents and property owners will just have to live with unmanageable
numbers of people over the busy summer holiday season. This suggestion has been floated at
a number of public meetings over the years.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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1 The Mercury Bay Community Board at their November 2017 meeting, included in their Action
Plan for Hahei, the provision that "one permit per property be provided to permanent residents
and ratepayers of the area bounded by Boat Harbour Road and the Purangi Estuary to permit
free use of all Council car parks in Hahei and Hot Water Beach”. Due to the number of these
residents who use the safer Hahei Beach for swimming, this provision should be implemented.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5533762.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 2
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Comment.
Geoffrey and Reihana Robinson (82982)Consultee

reihana.robinson@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

22 Wigmore CresentAddress
PO Box 596
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Geoffrey and Reihana Robinson (82982)Comment by

PC_111Comment ID

28/08/18 02:39Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

This submission is in response to Council requests for feedback on options for parking control throughout
the settlement of Hahei. Our submission specifically addresses the need for reduction of risks to public
safety regardless of what, if any, decision is made regarding introduction of resident parking permits.

DECISION SOUGHT: Changes to the parking bylaw should address as a top priority the fundamental
critical issue of PUBLIC SAFETY on Hahei streets, specifically along that SECTION OF WIGMORE
CRESCENTEASTANDNORTHOFTHEWIGMORESTREAMBRIDGEandELSEWHERE INHAHEI
VILLAGE.

DISCUSSION, WIGMORE CRESCENT:
Wigmore Crescent seaward of the Wigmore Stream bridge is a narrowed section of road that curves

sharply in excess of 90 degrees with no curbing, no footpaths, narrow berms, and extremely limited
visibility.

This narrow section of road is heavily used for beach access parking as well as parking for commercial
customers of Hahei Explorer throughout the season. This section is also heavily used by pedestrians
from elsewhere in the village walking to the public beach access footpath at numbers 22/23. Parking
is currently uncontrolled, with vehicles regularly parked 1) on both sides of the street from the bridge
to the turnaround and, 2) within the circular turnaround cul-de-sac itself.

Because of the narrow road width and vehicles parked partially or completely on one or both sides
of the road with no footpaths, traffic is constricted to one lane with all pedestrians forced to walk in the

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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road in that same single lane of traffic. The resulting situation presents extremely serious risks to public
safety for both vehicles and pedestrians, exacerbated by severely limited visibility around the road
curve.

Within the circular turnaround cul-de-sac, regularly parked-up vehicles constrict the turning radius
to an extent that many vehicles (including campervans, buses, and cars with trailers) cannot turn
without backing into open driveways where possible, or in some cases backing out.

DECISION SOUGHT, WIGMORE CRESCENT:
The section of Wigmore Crescent north and east of the Wigmore Stream bridge, including

the cul-de-sac turnaround, should be designated yellow broken line no parking either side, so
as to allow safe passage of vehicles in both directions with pedestrians able to use the berm.

DISCUSSION, ELSEWHERE IN HAHEI:

On sections of other streets in Hahei, parking along the berm on one or both sides of the carriageway,
particularly where there is no provision for footpaths, presents similar risks to public safety for both
pedestrians and vehicles, depending primarily on road width.

Where uncontrolled parking, whether completely on the carriageway or partially on the berm, narrows
the roadway so that traffic cannot pass without moving into the lane of opposing traffic to avoid parked
cars or pedestrians, public safety has been severely compromised. Unless addressed by parking
controls, this ongoing situation will present a tragedy (tragedies) waiting to happen.

DECISION SOUGHT, ELSEWHERE IN HAHEI:
Throughout Hahei Village, yellow broken line no parking should be implemented on one or both sides

of the street, wherever required in order to ensure sufficient carriageway width for safe passage of
traffic in both directions at all times and to ensure safety for pedestrians off the carriageway.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5533769.pdf
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Comment.
Rewi Gemmell (82984)Consultee

rewigemmell@hotmail.comEmail Address

19 Pa RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Rewi Gemmell (82984)Comment by

PC_112Comment ID

27/08/18 02:47Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I reject both options put foward by TCDC in regards to the parking in Hahei. I am therefore against
any change to the Bylaw. I am against Paid parking in the Village with the exception of the Cathedral
Cove car park at the top of Grange Road. I would be VERY disappointed to see paid parking on Hahei
Beachfront! I believe there should be more effort put into expanding and bettering the parking area on
the beachfront in Hahei before expanding the 'Village Entry' car park. The beachfront car park, in my
opinion, has many grass verges which are too small for recreation and would be better utilized as
parking considering how busy it can get in summer. I believe the grass area between the 'main' and
'gravel' car parks should however stay as is. It's a great spot for BBQ's and throwing a frisbee etc. In
the expansion of the Beachfront car park it would also be good to address to problems caused by
camper vans. They are cumbersome, they take up a lot of space, and in my opinion cause a majority
of the congestion. Perhaps a specific parking area for camper vans or maybe a camper van ban at
certain times if that is indeed possible.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5533771.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs Kelly Broughton (82983)Consultee

broughty4@gmail.comEmail Address

676 Kauaeranga ValleyAddress
R D 2
Thames
3577

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Kelly Broughton (82983)Comment by

PC_113Comment ID

03/09/18 03:01Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I strongly disagree with both proposals for changes to Hahei Parking.

As a long term holiday resident at Hahei, we enjoy being able to use our grounds to play games with
family and friends which would not be possible if all vehicles have to be parked inside our property.
This is a time to enjoy family and friends getting together, which would not happen if parking was only
available at a cost and km's away from the beach and our property.

Hahei Beach is a beautiful place and tourists / day visitors should beable to enjoy it just as much as
locals or property owners without being charged ridiculous parking fees.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Sam and Pauline Verran (82985)Consultee

paulineverran@gmail.comEmail Address

9 Emmerdale DriveAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Sam and Pauline Verran (82985)Comment by

PC_114Comment ID

27/08/18 03:00Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We own 4 Properties in Hahei

46 Hahei Beach Road 48 Hahei Beach Road 4 Dawn Ave

9 Emmerdale Drive

My Husband and I appose any change to the Parking Control Bylaw 2014.

Also disagree with the Parking Options Option 1- Resident Parking only

Option 2 - No Stopping Lines

We wish that the parking at the entrance to Hahei village stay the same as last year . FREE PARKING
and Park and

Ride for people to get de livered to the Cathedra l CoveWalk .

The Park and Ride should stop at the Business area on the way up and back to allow people to hop
of and get

refreshments or go down to Hahei beach.

Parking meters should be installed at Hahei front beach and the Cathedra l Cove top Car park.
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The Berms in front or our properties are looked after by ourselves ,therefore we should be able to
pardon them.

We have 5 Children who a ll have cars and vis it mostly together.

What happens when you go to dinner at someones house in Hahei? We often have potluck dinners
with groups of

10 or more- where do they park???

Where do the staff who work in the village park???

Where do the Fire Brigade voluntaries park when they get a call out???

W here do the trades men park while working in Hahei???

What happens when the Community Hall is being used for Bridge, yoga, playgroup, weddings and of
course Funerals??

We say again

Leave the PARK ING as it was last year

Concerned Rate payer and Business Owners Pauline and Sam Verran

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5535139.pdf
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Comment.
Betty Collings (82986)Consultee

2b@bettycollings.comEmail Address

17 Patricia PlaceAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Betty Collings (82986)Comment by

PC_115Comment ID

26/08/18 03:05Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My recommendation to improve Hahei summer traffic congestion is to keep it simple.

A: Issue one resident no charge parking permit per household in the form of a hang tag that is placed
inside the windscreen. This tag renewed annually with a dated sticker when annual rates are due.
This allows folk who have insufficient parking space near the house to lend the tag to the occasional
visitor while the visitor is in Hahei.

B: Residents should be able to use this tag to park when driving to the beach for a walk or swim.
I am a senior and do not – occasionally cannot – walk to the beach for this daily purpose.

C: Residents should pay at the short term paid spaces near the stores.

D: Encourage Uber services within the area for visitors who find the hike from the parking lot to the
beach or the stores a challenge.

To alert visitors to the restriction start with several well placed distinctive, attractive signage, large
enough to be read from a moving car, on the road to the village. Repeat this with notices of smaller
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size in the same format within the village especially where streets branch off from Beach, Grange and
Pa Road and with repeats along the longer streets.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5533773.pdf
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Comment.
Jill Edmunds (82987)Consultee

david.jill.edmunds@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Jill Edmunds (82987)Comment by

PC_116Comment ID

25/08/18 03:12Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We live at Hot Water Beach and enjoy day trips to HaheiWe are totally in opposition to both options
re changes to parkingThere are enough streets in Hahei to accomodate visitors. Why set out to make
it so difficult for people to visit and enjoy HaheiEven if you put yellow no parking painted lines on one
side of a couple of streetsAs rate payers and New Zealanders we oppose both optionsHahei is for all
to enjoy not just Hahei residentsWe live at the top of Pye Placeat Hot Water Beach currently cars park
on verges of both sides of pye place at the bottom of the hill by the life guard hutWe are very concerned
re very high traffic congestion and poor driver parking habits in this area for several months each
summer .Car users tend to get changed at their cars with doors wide open . Young children run excitedly
across the street to the beach. A serious fatality is highly likely Camper vans have real trouble getting
through when traveling in either direction up Pye Place. Tourist buses regularly drive up and down
Pye Place and attempt to manouvere safely through this dangerous parking area.We urge the council
to take urgent action to limit parking on this small area of verges instead of your current plan to restrict
parking on so many Hahei streets with wide streets, safe driver visibility etc.We look forward to the
Council revising their plans for Hahei and focus instead on this small area of road and parking congestion
at Hot Water Beach

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5533774.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Max Baxter (82988)Consultee

max@otodc.govt.nzEmail Address

1272 Te Kawa RoadAddress
R.D.3
Te Awamutu
3873

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Max Baxter (82988)Comment by

PC_117Comment ID

03/09/18 04:27Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am opposed to the Hahei parking control amendments.

Option 1:

1 Incredibly restrictive (1 permit per ratepayer)
2 Discouraging to visitors and tourism.
3 Season is unrealistically long (October 1 - April 30)
4 24/7 is unrealistic.
5 Problematic and expensive to enforce consistently.
Option 2:

1 Not worth consideration as it is unwelcoming to all residents and tourists.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0272291430Telephone

max@otodc.govt.nzEmail
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I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Mrs Susan Penman (82990)Consultee

suepenman@hotmail.comEmail Address

39 Waiatarua RoadAddress
Meadowbank
Auckland
1050

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Susan Penman (82990)Comment by

PC_119Comment ID

03/09/18 04:50Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I disagree with both options. So please leave the status quo. the options are over the top and totally
uncalled for.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Mrs adair Moors (82989)Consultee

Adair_moors@hotmail.comEmail Address

1 EmmerdaleAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs adair Moors (82989)Comment by

PC_120Comment ID

03/09/18 05:12Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My husband and I strongly disagree with any changes that have been proposed and please keep the
status quo, as the proposed changes of options 1 & 2 are outrageous and impractical. This will definitely
not suit the local ratepayers of Hahei. There is strong opposition to these changes in the Hahei
community.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
SNAK Ltd Nicholas and Shelley Webster (82993)Consultee

nellyabroad@gmail.comEmail Address

SNAK LimitedCompany / Organisation

16 Ashby AveAddress
St Heliers
1071

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

SNAK Limited (SNAK Ltd Nicholas and Shelley Webster
- 82993)

Comment by

PC_121Comment ID

03/09/18 07:16Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We disagree with both proposals for changes to Parking Bylaw 2014 as this will significantly restrict
visitor numbers to the area thereby limiting business revenue in the present and for the future. This in
turn will limit future growth and appropriate expansion of the area

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Barbara and Brian Pittams (82995)Consultee

bpittams@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

116 Park AvenueAddress
Whangamata
3620

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Barbara and Brian Pittams (82995)Comment by

PC_122Comment ID

23/08/18 20:52Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We urge you and the Council to put an immediate stop to moves that will restrict visitor parking at
Hahei.

The current efforts of the Hahei Residents and Ratepayers Association to restrict local parking is a
self-serving action that is intended to create a virtual gated community. Clearly, that organisations
hierarchy is determined to exclude the rest of us from enjoying Hahei's beach, access to the outlook
and access to the Cathedral Cove walk.

The argument seems to e that there is crowding and offensive parking that clutters their streets. And
that argument is backed by misinformation based on spurious data (check the biased questions) from
a dubious survey (check the participants and the number of residents) that deserve no credence.

Surely, they and the council know that the influx of big numbers of visitors is during the five or six
weeks on the Christmas-January period and that the rest of the year is the usual tourist tapering and
surging that follows long weekends and school holidays - as for any beach/holiday resort. That is
something everyone should accept when taking up residence; the beauty of the place was the reason
they moved there and the reason for the visitor numbers. Residency does not, and should never include
ownership of that beauty; that is for everyone.

Like many local T-CDC residents, we enjoy showing off our region to visitors and make regular trips
to the wonderful beauty spots of the peninsula, Hahei tops that list. Too, we strongly recommend it for
any traveller's Coromandel itinerary.

We know, if we take visitors to enjoy the outlook and Cathedral Cove walk in the height of the summer
season, that we will probably use the shuttle service or have a designated driver to drop off and collect.

But, if we must park outside the town at other times and walk, as is proposed by the dog-in-a-manager
association, then Hahei will no longer be on the list.
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Please ask your council and staff to stop this nonsensical proposal before it gets any traction.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

8656278Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5543608.pdf
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Comment.
John Stevenson (65743)Consultee

je.stevenson@hotmail.comEmail Address

3 O'Neill StreetAddress
Hamilton
3214

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

John Stevenson (65743)Comment by

PC_124Comment ID

03/09/18 21:54Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Hahei Parking Bylaw Submission

Option 1 - Resident parking only
I oppose this option

1) ("the bylaw establishes resident only parking restrictions to all Hahei Streets." "There would be no
permit costs to the permit holder or ratepayer")

It is providing exclusive use of common land to Hahei ratepayers at no cost. This benefit is not being
extended to all ratepayers. Rules for use of common land should be the same for all people.

2) ("Administrative and enforcement costs would be met by revenue from the Hahei car parks owned
by Council")

Visitors to Hahei will effectively be paying for Hahei ratepayers free exclusive use of common land.
Visitors to Hahei will include other TCDC ratepayers who are then subsidising a free benefit to Hahei
ratepayers.

If option 1 is selected then Hahei ratepayers should cover the cost of Hahei car parks owned by Council,
including shuttles from the car parks to the shoreline.

3) ("From 1October to 30 April all vehicles without a resident parking permit will need to park in Council
car parks") ("The issue is particularly problematic over the peak holiday period and holiday weekends").

This is an excessive period in response to a short period of very high demand for parking close to the
shoreline.
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If option 1 is selected then this should be limited to 27th December to 4th January.

4) ("It is HRRA's view that there are safety issues for pedestrians and other road users")

This can be reduced by providing marked walkways or footpaths so as people do not have to walk on
the road as they do currently at busy times. Marking, via signage or painted lines, the boundaries of
parking zones would improve safety. Marked walkways and footpaths are effective and already used
extensively within the TCDC area to separate vehicles from pedestrians. Granting Hahei ratepayers
free and exclusive use of common land is an extreme response to this problem.

Option 2 - No stopping lines
If option 2 was to proceed I think it should still be applied peak January holiday periods and some
holiday weekends only. Having year long restrictions because of a short term problem is a lazy option
and undermines compliance.

Other Options
Some of the demand for parking in Hahei village would probably be for access to Cathedral Cove.
Having the Lees Road carpark as the main access to Cathedral Cove would reduce the demand in
Hahei village.

Development rules should also require any new buildings to haveminimum accessible off-street parking
areas.

The best long term option for all should be pursued. Hahei is an attractive place to live or holiday.
Hahei properties have high values and therefore the option to own property at Hahei is limited to the
relatively wealthy. To further enhance the benefits to Hahei ratepayers and the exclusivity of Hahei by
discouraging non Hahei ratepayers (and at the expense of non Hahei ratepayers) is not the New
Zealand way.

There should be free access to public areas such as reserves and beaches. I would think TCDC cannot
charge non-residents to access the beach but essentially this is what is proposed by Option 1 – "From
1 October to 30 April all vehicles without a resident parking permit will need to park in Council car
parks" , and by Option 2 "The alternative is no stopping lines on every street in Hahei which has no
exemption for on-street parking permits for residents". So the only effective option for non-residents
to access Hahei is to park in Council car parks. The proposal says there will be a charge for Council
car parks ("Administrative and enforcement costs would be met by revenue from the Hahei car parks
owned by Council"). Media has published costs of $4/hr $15/day. The end result is non-residents will
have to pay to access Hahei. (I understand free parking is currently available at the entrance to the
village)

Effectively granting exclusive use of current public areas by any means should be strongly opposed.

Any discouragement of visitors to the area must also have a negative financial impact on business
activity in the area. Instead of looking to limit visitors to the area as the way to solve problems, I think
we should explore all avenues in how to cater for the additional numbers and how any cost for this
allocated to those who benefit.

As a TCDC ratepayer I see the Coromandel Peninsula as the area I pay rates in, and therefore expect
my rates to be applied for the overall benefit of the Peninsula. Areas of the Peninsula should not be
ring fenced off by special interest groups who want additional benefits to all others and want the others
to pay for these benefits. Population and visitor growth must be planned for. It is pointless to look only
for ways to restrict growth as options to cater for increased demand.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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John Stevenson  je.stevenson@hotmail.com Page 1 of 2 
 

Hahei Parking Bylaw Submission 

 

Option 1 - Resident parking only 

I oppose this option 

1) (“the bylaw establishes resident only parking restrictions to all Hahei Streets.” 
“There would be no permit costs to the permit holder or ratepayer”) 

It is providing exclusive use of common land to Hahei ratepayers at no cost. This 

benefit is not being extended to all ratepayers. Rules for use of common land 
should be the same for all people. 

 

2) (“Administrative and enforcement costs would be met by revenue from the 
Hahei car parks owned by Council”) 

Visitors to Hahei will effectively be paying for Hahei ratepayers free exclusive use 

of common land. Visitors to Hahei will include other TCDC ratepayers who are 
then subsidising a free benefit to Hahei ratepayers. 

If option 1 is selected then Hahei ratepayers should cover the cost of Hahei car 
parks owned by Council, including shuttles from the car parks to the shoreline. 

 

3) (”From 1 October to 30 April all vehicles without a resident parking permit will 

need to park in Council car parks”) (“The issue is particularly problematic 
over the peak holiday period and holiday weekends”).  

This is an excessive period in response to a short period of very high demand for 
parking close to the shoreline. 

If option 1 is selected then this should be limited to 27th December to 4th 

January. 

4) (“It is HRRA's view that there are safety issues for pedestrians and other road 
users”) 

This can be reduced by providing marked walkways or footpaths so as people do 

not have to walk on the road as they do currently at busy times. Marking, via 
signage or painted lines, the boundaries of parking zones would improve safety. 
Marked walkways and footpaths are effective and already used extensively within 

the TCDC area to separate vehicles from pedestrians. Granting Hahei ratepayers 
free and exclusive use of common land is an extreme response to this problem. 
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Option 2 - No stopping lines 

If option 2 was to proceed I think it should still be applied peak January holiday 
periods and some holiday weekends only. Having year long restrictions because of a 

short term problem is a lazy option and undermines compliance. 

Other Options 

Some of the demand for parking in Hahei village would probably be for access to 
Cathedral Cove. Having the Lees Road carpark as the main access to Cathedral Cove 
would reduce the demand in Hahei village. 

Development rules should also require any new buildings to have minimum 

accessible off-street parking areas. 

The best long term option for all should be pursued. Hahei is an attractive place to 
live or holiday. Hahei properties have high values and therefore the option to own 
property at Hahei is limited to the relatively wealthy. To further enhance the benefits 

to Hahei ratepayers and the exclusivity of Hahei by discouraging non Hahei 
ratepayers (and at the expense of non Hahei ratepayers) is not the New Zealand 
way. 

There should be free access to public areas such as reserves and beaches. I would 

think TCDC cannot charge non-residents to access the beach but essentially this is 
what is proposed by Option 1 – “From 1 October to 30 April all vehicles without a 
resident parking permit will need to park in Council car parks” , and by Option 2 

“The alternative is no stopping lines on every street in Hahei which has no 
exemption for on-street parking permits for residents”. So the only effective option 

for non-residents to access Hahei is to park in Council car parks. The proposal says 
there will be a charge for Council car parks (“Administrative and enforcement costs 
would be met by revenue from the Hahei car parks owned by Council”). Media has 

published costs of $4/hr $15/day. The end result is non-residents will have to pay to 
access Hahei. (I understand free parking is currently available at the entrance to the 

village) 

Effectively granting exclusive use of current public areas by any means should be 
strongly opposed. 

Any discouragement of visitors to the area must also have a negative financial 

impact on business activity in the area. Instead of looking to limit visitors to the 
area as the way to solve problems, I think we should explore all avenues in how to 
cater for the additional numbers and how any cost for this allocated to those who 

benefit. 

As a TCDC ratepayer I see the Coromandel Peninsula as the area I pay rates in, and 
therefore expect my rates to be applied for the overall benefit of the Peninsula. 
Areas of the Peninsula should not be ring fenced off by special interest groups who 

want additional benefits to all others and want the others to pay for these benefits. 
Population and visitor growth must be planned for. It is pointless to look only for 
ways to restrict growth as options to cater for increased demand. 
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Comment.
Mrs Barbara Ritchie (82980)Consultee

barbritchie@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

32Address
Sarah's Hill
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Barbara Ritchie (82980)Comment by

PC_125Comment ID

04/09/18 02:55Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We do not want any change to the Bylaw. Neither option 1 or 2 are acceptable. It punishes the residents
and property owners of Hahei. It will be impossible to enforce. Leave the Bylaw as it is.
Do not make the Hahei entrance car park Pay and Display. This way people will use it. If it is Pay
and Display people will continue to cause traffic and parking problems. If you want the carpark used
it must be free otherwise there is no incentive to park in it. We realise it is a money earner for Council.
Apply for the funding needed to run the car park through Central Government's Tourism funding.
Hahei is a perfect example of what that funding is for.

Do not allow motorhomes and buses into the village. Put up a sign stating that there is no parking
available for motorhomes and buses in the village, full stop. And enforce it! AND NO FREEDOM
CAMPING! Note:this would not affect those going to the campground. It is only to restrict motorhome
parking anywhere in the village.

Leave the upper carpark (Grange Road) as drop off only in the summer. It should be free in the
winter. Those of us who live here, bought a house and pay rates, did it because of the beauty and
that we wanted to enjoy the beach and cove. We all enjoy it when the day trippers go back to work in
February. Now we can't unless we pay because Council sees it as another way to top up our rates to
make money off of us. As residents and ratepayers we continue to be penalised because of Cathedral
Cove and Hot Water Beach.

The carpark next to the fire station should be for residents and hall users only and NO motorhomes
over the summer months.

The Hahei front beach carpark should not be pay and display but limited parking during the summer
months, ie. 120 min. between 9am and 6pm. Parking at the shop should be limited to 20 min. You
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have made the parking by the shop on Grange Road 60 Min already. And then note that parking
limits are available in the village along with the NO motorhomes and bus parking available.

We think you will find that most residents do not see the overseas tourist as a problem. They come
here all year long. The village starts to heave from mid December through to February. After that it
is only holiday weekends. We can continue to cope with that.

There needs to be a formed footpath from the entrance carpark to Pa Road as many people walk from
the carpark along Hahei Beach road and they walk back that way because they get lost and they
remember they drove into the carpark from Hahei Beach Road. Even with the Village speed limit of
50kph most drivers are well over that speed. It is quite dangerous.

The footpath in front of the Homestead (corner of Hahei Beach Road and Grange Road needs to be
extended to run up to the beach. This will make the walk to the beach safe for children.

If Council can afford to run a footpath from Ferry Landing to Cooks Beach which is seldom used surely
they can afford one to the beach in Hahei which is chocker during the summer.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0272432333Telephone

barbritchie@xtra.co.nzEmail

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mike Davis (83001)Consultee

mike.davis.home@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

65 Grange rdAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mike Davis (83001)Comment by

PC_126Comment ID

04/09/18 03:46Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As a local ratepayer of Hahei I came to the area as a tourist much the same as everybody else from
early explorers to modern day ones, found it lovely and settled here. As a kiwi I want to be able to visit
any area of New Zealand with relative freedom. And not be controlled by local vigilante groups who
have personal agendas. I note these same people are forever travelling overseas as tourists to other
countries. If the goal is to make the visitors park their cars in the Entrance Carpark simply make this
the most attractive option - rather than make our beautiful Hahei unattractive with signs and yellow
lines everywhere. I would think modern signposted toilets would do the job. If these vigilante groups
get control on NZ we could all end up only being able to drive and park on the Auckland
motorway. Cheers Mike Davis - 65 Grange Rd Hahei - 0273863408

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Ms Wendy Helms (83002)Consultee

wendy@hahei.co.nzEmail Address

3 Margaret PlAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Wendy Helms (83002)Comment by

PC_127Comment ID

04/09/18 04:14Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I don't support either ammendments and definitely don't support a change to the parking bylaw

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
phil costello (83003)Consultee

philanne.costello@gmail.comEmail Address

24 harsant aveAddress
hahei
rd 1 Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

phil costello (83003)Comment by

PC_129Comment ID

04/09/18 05:16Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Parking in the Hahei village needs some controls at peak periods only. Improvements in this can and
should be paid for by all those using the facilities andmoney from such should be put back into improving
the village's infrastructure.

To enable safe parking and pedestrian access there should be limited parking on all streets until they
are of sufficient width to allow same. Footpaths should be provided on at least one side of each street.
There should be no parking on road verges, defined by kerb and channel.

Residents have their own sections to park on so there is no need for any permit system or the need
to park on the road. If they wish to drive down to the beach front they should have to pay like everyone
else. This I think applies to any other place in NZ. A Permit system would be very difficult to police.

It can be deduced from the above that I do not support either option one or option two as written.

Phil Costello

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Miss Heather Russell (83005)Consultee

heatherrusselln@gmail.comEmail Address

3/38 Benson RoadAddress
Remuera
Auckland
1050

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Miss Heather Russell (83005)Comment by

PC_130Comment ID

04/09/18 05:45Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.4Version

SubmissionFiles

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

see attached below

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021478738Telephone

Heatherrusselln@gmail.comEmail

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.

SubmissionUpload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)
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Hahei Parking submission: Due in 10 August – 10 September 

Hahei is a very special place to me, and the importance of maintaining the character and 
protecting the land is of vital importance.  The Regional Council are duty bound to listen and 
act upon the voices of caretakers for Hahei; the people who have been in the areas for over 
30 years (and in my case 50 years).   

We believe that maintaining a peaceful, safe, and family friendly environment is 
fundamental to maintaining the Hahei environment. 

The increase in tourist traffic flows in Hahei has a damaging effect on the environment 
through increased noise, the impact of parking practices, and damage to local flora and 
fauna.  I believe reducing traffic flows in Hahei should be a high priority for the Regional 
Council, with substantive action required before permanent environmental damage is done. 
 
The challenge is that an effective solution for the car parking and traffic flow issues in Hahei, 
will need to be simple.  Complexity will add to enforcement and administrative costs.  For 
these reasons I believe that the use of road markings to limit car parking will be 
counterproductive as it will: 

• force visitors to park on secondary roads; shifting the problem, not alleviating the 
problem; and 

• substantively change the character of Hahei from a beachside village to a town  
 

Maintaining access and suitable car parking for residents and their guests, people renting 
properties, and visitors paying for accommodation in Hahei must be achieved in a 
sustainable manner.  It should also be sustainable, support the local economy, and more 
importantly protect the environment.  There are several ways in which this could be 
achieved:  

• controlled residents (including those paying for accommodation) car parking –  
effectively enabling ready access to suitable parking solutions; 

• provision of reasonably priced shuttle services for visitors to enable ready access, my 
preference is that these shuttle are smaller and more nimble to avoid the congestion 
created by large buses;  

• ensuring tourist buses transfer passengers to shuttle services and avoid buses on the 
main Hahei roads; and 

•  limiting visitor vehicle access to Hahei  

Thames Coromandel District Council proposals 

Option 1 – Resident Parking only  

We support option 1 and believe that there should be some modification to this option: 
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• residents should have access to more than one resident parking permit.  For 
example, we regularly have the need to park  three to four vehicles outside our 
fenceline;  

• we do not believe that the residents should be charged for any parking permits; and 
• we strongly object to residents having to pay for parking in Hahei, therefore, we 

cannot support the proposal for residents to have to pay in Council pay-and-display 
areas.   

 We believe that a nominal charge for a main car park would reduce barriers for use.  
Conversely, higher parking fees create a disincentive for use.  

Option 2 – No stopping Lines 

We strongly object to this proposal, it is my experience that ‘no parking’ lines are not an 
effective solution.  It is my experience that ‘no parking’ lines shift the problem and do not 
solve it.  They also create the opportunity for ‘innovative’ parking solutions from visitors.  
Yellow lines are a feature of suburbs and not a seaside village such as Hahei.  In summary, I 
believe that the use of road marking to limit car parking will be counterproductive as it will:   

• force visitors to park on secondary roads; shifting the problem, not alleviating the 
problem; and 

• substantively change the character of Hahei from a beachside village to a town. 
 

General Points 

1. Review period – I agree that the appropriate period for parking restrictions is from 1 
October to 30 April.  I would like to see the arrangement reviewed after one-year to 
ensure that the:  

• restrictions have been applied for the appropriate period of the year; and 
• changes have been effective. 

2. The Regional Council is duty bound to reflect the wishes of their key stakeholders, the 
residents of Hahei. 

 
 

Heather Russell 

021 478 738 
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Comment.
Mrs Lisa Hosker (83006)Consultee

Lisa.hosker@gmail.comEmail Address

56Address
Hahei Beach Road
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Lisa Hosker (83006)Comment by

PC_132Comment ID

04/09/18 06:18Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I would like to submit my objection to the proposed changes to the parking bylaw 2014. I reject both
proposed options. Lisa Hosker56 Hahei Beach RoadHahei Email from Lisa Hosker: Hello We would
like to submit my objection to the proposed changes to the parking bylaw 2014. We reject both
proposed options. Lisa and John Hosker 56 Hahei Beach Road Hahei

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546836.pdf

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Mr Kerry Ryan (83007)Consultee

kerrance_ryan@hotmail.comEmail Address

17Address
Pa Road
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Kerry Ryan (83007)Comment by

PC_133Comment ID

04/09/18 07:14Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We want to keep things as they are because the main parking problems occur during the 3 week
Christmas break close to the beach on Hahei Beach Road.

We wish to object to the two options outlined in your Parking Control Bylaw 2014.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Andrew & Diane Holmes (83009)Consultee

aj_di@yahoo.comEmail Address

74 Pa RdAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Andrew & Diane Holmes (83009)Comment by

PC_134Comment ID

04/09/18 17:55Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Support Option 1 - Resident Parking only. This will minimise traffic flows, provide structured parking
options and maintain Village ambience.

Without out this option, the traffic will continue being heavy, congested & frustrating.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Mr John Marshall (79627)Consultee

mar.mac@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

16b Grierison CloseAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr John Marshall (79627)Comment by

PC_135Comment ID

05/09/18 00:26Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We favour option 1 being the resident parking and not the yellow lines option

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

Submission We favor option 1 being the resident parking and not the yellow lines option Thanks John
Marshall

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Mr Ray Standidge (83017)Consultee

raystandidge@gmail.comEmail Address

1 Christine TceAddress
Hahei
1111

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Ray Standidge (83017)Comment by

PC_136Comment ID

05/09/18 04:30Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to support option 1. for Hahei Parking between 1 October and 30 April.

This resident only option must be implemented for all streets except Grange Rd and with no exceptions.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Mrs Robyn Standidge (83018)Consultee

robyn.e@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

1 Christine TerraceAddress
Hahei
1111

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Robyn Standidge (83018)Comment by

PC_137Comment ID

05/09/18 04:41Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I would like to support Option 1 for ALL streets on Hahei with one resident pass per household to be
used on our berm and parking at the shopping area in Hahei

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Comment.
Ms Penne Clayton (82641)Consultee

penne.clayton@stjohn.org.nzEmail Address

St John Mercury Bay SouthCompany / Organisation

3 Grange RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

St John Mercury Bay South (Ms Penne Clayton -
82641)

Comment by

PC_138Comment ID

05/09/18 06:39Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The current proposals don't appear to support emergency vehicles, either branded vehicles such as
ambulances and Fire appliances, or un-branded first response vehicles.

The nature of this remote area means first responders will get to their patient or respond to an
emergency in the fastest way possible, this may mean arriving in their personal or work vehicle.

Parking allowances need to be made on both Hahei Beach Road, adjacent to the Fire and Emergency
NZ station (formerly NZFS), and on Pa Road adjacent to the St John Ambulance station for staff to
park when on callouts (which may be of extended duration) without fear of penalty. For Example: if an
event is happening on the Kotare Reserve, parking in the existing carpark will be limited.

The Hot Water Beach Lifeguard Service also have a presence in Hahei over the Summer, patrolling
both Hahei and Cathedral Cove Beaches and allowance needs to be made for their parking needs
(again this may very well not be in a service branded vehicle).

Proposed Solution: If a permit system proceeds, the respective Station Managers need to be provided
with additional permits or exemptions to allow parking for their teams while going about emergency
services business. Also, signage or road marking 'Emergency Services Vehicles Only' would be of
benefit at the Hahei Beach Road and Pa Road addresses.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 1
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Based on discussions within the emergency services community we have the following additional
feedback:

1. A Lees road carpark would mitigate the issue of international tourists or day-trippers - why is this
not progressing? This is also our best access/extrication point to Cathedral Cove for emergencies so
having this site further developed will benefit Patient responses times.

2. Tourist operated campervans are a menace. There's not a lot can be done about them on the open
road, but they reduce visibility and cause hold-ups and blockages within Hahei village that leads to
frustration and poor driving decisions by people around them.

3. We were shocked by the stats supplied by the Ratepayers Association on some of the speeds
tracked on Hahei Beach Road. We're well aware that this speeding takes place at night because we
can hear it, and attend the incidents when things go wrong. Grange Road is like a racetrack some
nights.

4. There's no disabled parking permit or emergency services dedicated parking at the beachfront. It
would be nice to see a Mums and Bubs parking at the beach too, like some supermarkets do.

Proposed Solution:
- Sort the Lees Road Carpark out! We need >500 car parking there ASAP

- Ban camper vans in the Village (except for Hahei Holiday Resort guests or ones parked on private
property) they're a hazard - hard to see round and not all drivers have the skills to drive them in smaller
roads/spaces

- Implement a 40Km/H speed limit for all streets from the intersection of Hahei Beach Road and Margot
Place through to the beach

- Dedicated parking spaces at the beachfront carpark for emergency services vehicles and
disabled/limited mobility people.

Our biggest concern is safety. Traffic volumes have increased massively over the last 5+ years however
driver skill level seems to have decreased. We attend an increasing number of RTA's a year and don't
want the volume of traffic in Hahei to contribute to this.

Other comments I wish to make personally as a resident, ratepayer & someone who works full time in
Hahei village.

1. We categorically have a traffic/parking problem in Hahei. I work 7 days a week in the village for >8
months of the year, and 5-6 day otherwise. Throughout the peak Hahei Beach Road, Harsant Ave and
Dawn Avenue are crammed with cars, and pedestrians are using the road. I see idiotic and downright
dangerous driving on a daily basis. When I first moved here the peak was Dec 20th - 2nd week of
January (and really only New Year's Eve). With the increase in the shoulder season/s the peak is now
pretty much Labour Weekend through to and including Queens Birthday Weekend. Its incorrect to
say that we don't have an issue, or that we have an issue but only for 'a couple of weeks'.

As a St John volunteer I've taken to parking the ambulance at work or home when I am on call, because
response times are so impacted by traffic that it can take me 5+ minutes to drive the 800 metres to
the FENZ station in my private vehicle to get the ambulance to respond to a call. When you're giving
someone CPR, 5 extra minutes is a VERY long time - try it some time!

2. Nothing will work, if its not policed. What are Council's plans for staffing over the peak for
enforcement? If we choose option 2 and propose yellow dotted lines on selected streets, what's to
stop people just parking with impunity anyway because there are no consequences?

3. Permit parking is not my preferred choice and one resident permit per property is ridiculous. If you
want this option to succeed you need to at least make a reasonable offer of 4 permits. More than one
person with one car per property lives/owns property in Hahei. People own property in Hahei for the
lifestyle, and this lifestyle includes boats and tractors and family. Hahei has grown organically so not
all properties fit the toys neatly in a backyard.

Powered by Objective Online 4.2 - page 2
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Proposed Solutions (most of these can be seasonal):
1. Manage the visitor numbers to Hahei. Either redirect tourist traffic to Lees Road or manage the
numbers visiting Cathedral Cove with a ballot/booking system in the peak. This runs the risk of increasing
the shoulder seasons, but I don't imagine any of the Hahei businesses will complain about that.

2. Do NOT make the Village entrance carpark pay and display until you've sorted the parking issues
within the village.

3. We need a safe all weather walkway from the Village carpark along Hahei Beach Road to the top
of Pa Road. People walk on both sides of the road and the speed some traffic comes into town is an
accident waiting to happen.

4. Better signage for the Village entrance carpark, maybe even change the road layout to a roundabout.
This needs doing now for this summer. Its was done on short notice at Kopu. It will also slow down the
traffic approaching the village.

5. Residents Only signage at the entrance to Patricia Place, Tutaritari Road & the gravelled carpark
at the beach which has access from Harsant Avenue. The No Parking sandwich board at the corner
of Patricia Place and Grange Road has worked well over the last couple of years - apart from Christmas
Day which was uncontrolled anarchy!

6. No camper vans in the Village - Banning camper vans from everywhere but the Hahei Holiday Resort
and village entrance carpark (unless on private property) would be a great idea, even if just between
Labour and Queen's Birthday Weekends. They can park in the Visitors Carpark and take the shuttle
or walk.

Other Considerations:
I work in Grange Court (3 Grange Road) and its very clear we also need to address what restrictions
we will have to put in place on our private parking area to avoid becoming the default Cathedral Cove
and Beach alternate parking space. What's more, there's no room for camper vans to manoeuvre and
we see a couple of accidents/bumps a week in our carpark. Its a time-intensive endeavour just managing
the traffic in our carpark during the peak time that business owners and employees could better spend
doing other things.

I do not support a Permit System and I have strong reservations about how restricted parking, by way
of yellow lines, will impact or the residents and ratepayers of Hahei. Even if its only seasonal.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021554442Telephone

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Terence Gould (83016)Consultee

tgould@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

14 Harsant AveAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Terence Gould (83016)Comment by

PC_139Comment ID

05/09/18 09:36Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment (View)Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

T N GOULD - SUBMISSION TO PARKING BYLAWFiles

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

See attached submission

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in
support of your submission?

006421364650Telephone

tgould@xtra.co.nzEmail

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.

T N GOULD - SUBMISSION TO PARKING BYLAWUpload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)
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SUBMISSION TO PROPOSED BY LAW CHANGES RELATING TO HAHEI PARKING ISSUES 
 
Terence Gould        5 September 2018 
14 Harsant Ave 
Hahei 
 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 
 
I have owned my property at 14 Harsant Ave for the past 28 years and with my family, I am 
in residence during the peak visitor periods throughout each year. I have therefore observed 
the increasing visitor numbers and have participated in the discussions amongst local 
residents as to the impact of this increase on the local amenity. 
 
We have been attracted to Hahei as a holiday destination as it has always had an intimate, 
relaxed, non-urban feel which should be strenuously protected and maintained. Our 
property is one of those “affected” by visitors parking on our grass berm from time to time 
but in reality this has little impact on the enjoyment of our property as it is only for a short 
period during peak times and only for limited hours of the day. In other words, this is not an 
issue worthy of the sort of by-law change being proposed.  
 
Therefore I strongly oppose both options 1 & 2. It is incomprehensible that TCDC would 
even contemplate imposing an urbanised and complex measure such as resident only 
parking zones in the small seaside village such as Hahei. Resident only parking has only just 
been implemented in the inner-city suburbs of Auckland City and even then in parts of our 
biggest city in New Zealand, these measures are being hotly debated. 
 
Likewise the thought of painting broken yellow lines around all of Hahei’s quaint streets is 
straight out of an urban designer’s House of Horrors. It is almost laughable that TCDC could 
seriously consider vandalising Hahei’s streetscape in such a manner. 
 
Both of these options are a totally inappropriate knee-jerk reaction to the exploding number 
of visitors to Hahei and its environs when the action that most need to be taken urgently is 
to manage visitor demand, not to feed it.  
 
Cathedral Cove is the principal attraction to visitors to Hahei so I submit that TCDC together 
with other stakeholders such as DOC, local iwi and local residents must work together to 
find a way to limit the number of visitors to Catherdral Cove. This is done at many other 
walking tracks both in New Zealand and overseas. This would provide : 
 
- a better experience for visitors to Cathedral Cove - ie a track and beach not 

crammed with other tourists  
- an opportunity for revenue generation via parking - pre-booked visitors would begin 

their journey at a Council carpark 
- the benefits of less traffic generally in Hahei and therefore no need to implement 

draconian and inappropriate parking measures 
 
While I agree that New Zealand should continue to welcome visitors to experience our 
wonderful countryside, coastline and natural attractions, we would all be complete fools if 
we did not learn from the mistakes of other countries by adopting a “welcome at all costs” 
policy which will only destroy our uniquely New Zealand local amenity.     
    
ENDS 
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Comment.
Mr Vince O'Loughlin (83020)Consultee

loch.ness@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

45 John Hindmarsh RdAddress
Karaka RD1
Papakura
2580

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Vince O'Loughlin (83020)Comment by

PC_140Comment ID

05/09/18 10:16Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We are opposed to both options proposed.

Option 1 limiting residents to one permit per property is inadequate. Our property is jointly owned by
two families, and we have three adult children in one of these families all who have vehicles. We also
have young children in the other family who like to play on our property, for this to be a safe activity it
is necessary for our vehicles to be parked on the roadside/berm. Plus we have to get a tractor and
boat on and off the property to facilitate this it is preferable to have the vehicles parked on the road.
Overall this proposal severely restricts our families ability to enjoy our bach facility in the holiday season.

Option 2 is even more restrictive on our enjoyment of our holiday property if it prevents any parking
on our street or berm, as it does not state whether there are any exceptions to the total ban on parking.

We have a holiday bach for the purpose of enjoying time with friends and family and we do not want
this impinged on by overly restrictive parking regulations. Therefore we believe the status quo should
remain until more practical solutions are developed in consultation with Hahei property owners.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Chris Pickin (83021)Consultee

pickin@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

3Address
River oaks place
Hamilton
3200

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Chris Pickin (83021)Comment by

PC_141Comment ID

05/09/18 20:08Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We object to the change in the existing parking plan and wish to leave is it is And do not agree to any
proposal to amend that by law

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Gavin Bush (83023)Consultee

gabush@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

30 McHardy StreetAddress
Havelock North
4130

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Gavin Bush (83023)Comment by

PC_143Comment ID

05/09/18 21:59Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

To whom it may concern

My wife and I are landowners in Hahei. My family has owned the land since the 1960's and we built
the house in 1993 and developed the section over the next 10 years.

Hahei holds a special place in our family as three generations have now holidayed and been bought
up there. As with many people, we see it as a jewel, not only in the Coromandel, but in New Zealand.
It has always been a welcoming and inclusive place to relax, network, socialise and rejuvenate. We
are keen to see that continue.

Therefore we oppose any measures that seek to put up barriers to people who come to Hahei, whether
those barriers be regulatory, constitutional, operational or financial - either directly or implied. We do
not subscribe to the "gated community" concept whereby those who are already at Hahei have rights,
privileges or advantages over anybody else. Hahei beach and surrounds must be kept freely available
to all New Zealanders and visitors alike.

Having said that we understand that there must also be systems in place to ensure that those who
use resources pay their fair share, whether via 'user pays' or some other means, and that resources
are not used indiscriminately so that they are unduly depleted or abused. Safeguarding the 'asset' is
an obligation that the current generation has to future generations.

However rules and regulations to govern the use of the "asset" must fit with the use, the rate of use
and the type of use. Taking this into consideration, we do not support the two Options put forward by
Council for parking in Hahei. We do not think these options satisfy our view, as stated above. Parking
restrictions, in effect, make it more difficult for people to enjoy the Hahei "asset" and detract from the
welcoming and inclusive feeling that Hahei has always portrayed.

We also do not believe that your two options satisfy or meet your stated reasons for the changes:
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1) enhance road safety

2) manage traffic flows effectively

3) achieve an appropriate allocation of parking spaces between competing uses

4) provide for the needs of special user groups

In our view the traffic issues at Hahei - including at peak times in the summer - are not at a level where
it is unmanageable or that blocks up beach facilities and is not a safety issue. We understand that the
growth in user and visitor numbers will continue to increase and so further steps will need to be
considered but that time has not yet arrived.

We do support some of the measures that Council has implemented eg the temporary footpath from
the shop to the beach and think that these should now be formalised with a network of proper footpaths
and pedestrian access ways. In the future, as these infrastructural elements need further funding, then
user pays parking areas could be considered.

But for now we oppose the two options Council has proposed and look forward to contributing to
implementing more site specific solutions that meet all objectives at Hahei.

Thanks for receiving our submission.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Justin Butcher (83024)Consultee

justin@wilcoprecast.co.nzEmail Address

28 Hahei Beach RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Justin Butcher (83024)Comment by

PC_144Comment ID

05/09/18 22:01Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As owners of property on Hahei Beach Road, no parking lines are a no brainer, cheapest and easiest
to Police. No hassle and cost of issuing permits etc.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Tom and Irene Egan (83029)Consultee

tandi.egan@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

14 Dawn AvenueAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Tom and Irene Egan (83029)Comment by

PC_145Comment ID

04/09/18 22:43Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We have studied all the information sent us re Hahei Beach parking. None of the suggestions seem
to resolve the problem which is only bad for a few weeks each summer. The proposals appear to make
the problem worse for residents and their visitors without having any major resolution of the main
problem. The pay and display charges of $15.00 for all, including residents are an imposition which is
unreasonable. Most residents are only wishing to go for a swim at their own beach. As owners / part
time residents to our property at 14 Dawn Avenue we think that the best option is to leave the status
Quo. We can live with the congestion for a short time. Car parking is not just a Hahei problem but is
everywhere. There are too many cars on the road.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5547396.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Dean Thompson (83027)Consultee

dean_nzl@hotmail.comEmail Address

12Address
Oyster Drive
Cooks Beach
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Dean Thompson (83027)Comment by

PC_146Comment ID

05/09/18 22:45Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Do not support

1. Parking charges are incredibly steep. $10 is more than you would pay for a day in most town centres
in the country

2. As a ratepayer we are already contributing a huge amount of money to the region with a decreasing
amount of return. We pay for rubbish removal, we pay to launch our boat, we pay an enormous amount
for a new wastewater connection at cooks beach. All this on top of our rates bill.. when will the additions
stop! Now we have to pay to go to the beach!

3. The amount of year the restrictions apply for is too great. At most it should be for the Months of
December / January. This is the peak, maybe Easter too. You can't say it is busy in October / November.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mick Jones (83030)Consultee

micknita@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

10 Kensington StreetAddress
Tokorua
3420

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mick Jones (83030)Comment by

PC_147Comment ID

04/09/18 22:48Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to submit on the proposals for

improved access by vehicles and pedestrians

during the busy summer months in Hahei;

1 The public have a right to “pass and repass”
all legal roads, so stopping all vehicle and

pedestrian access is against the law,

1 The public will value access to the beach, and
be willing to pay a fee if the facilities, hard

standing, footpaths etc are available within

reasonable walking distance of the beachfront.

I notice the current street network is simple

narrow sealed carriageways, so off road parking

will always be a sore point with local residents.

1 Council should invest in wider street carriageways,
kerbing, and pathing so “pay and display” zones

are available to visitors and residents alike. The

town will lose its relaxed simple street layout,

and some open space, but the reality is growth
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has to be accommodated – and funded.

1 The local “interests” need to be balanced by the
rights of visitors to access the beach front, and

use of public roads, and reserves .

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5547437.pdf
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Comment.
Mr gary fitzsimons (83028)Consultee

gary@go-kiwi.co.nzEmail Address

46 catherine CrescentAddress
whitianga
3510

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr gary fitzsimons (83028)Comment by

PC_148Comment ID

05/09/18 22:50Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

MyName is Gary Fitzsimons and I am the owner of a major transport operator on the Coromandelcalled
Go kiwi Shuttles, As owner of this business we currently have two major operations working in Hahei
over the summer period, the 1st being the Park and Ride bus operation at Hahei Village car park from
the 1st October to the 30th April

and the 2nd being the beach bus service that operates between Ferry landing and Hot Water Beach
between the end of December and the end of March

Over the past few years we have seen a massive improvement in the car parking issues in Hahei due
to the hard work of the Hahei ratepayers but it still has some way to go. With the closure of the top car
park last year the traffic moving around the village has changed but there is still improvements to be
made as while the top car closed and more people used the park and ride service a significant number
just parked at the store, on the side streets and down at the beach car park.

this definitely became a safety issue for some of our vehicles and indeed ended in two minor vehicle
incidents where visitors were too busy looking around rather than looking at the traffic and reversing
into us.with so many cars and campervans parked up and down the streets there is a real potential
for an accident with people moving in and around cars parked on the streets ,specifically with small
children running out from behind cars or campervans.

With the move to enhance the main car park this should help but I do believe it needs to go further
and would support Option 1 where residents have parking permits for their properties
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YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

021654243Telephone

gary@go-kiwi.co.nzEmail

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Ruth Davy and Paul Leighton (83031)Consultee

rdavy@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

22 Robyn CresAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ruth Davy and Paul Leighton (83031)Comment by

PC_149Comment ID

03/09/18 22:54Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Neither options are suitable to us as ratepayers and residents of Hahei. For the following reasons:

1 October to April is far too long a period to place restrictions. Any restrictions should occur during
the peak period of December 20th to the end of January. Remaining times are not congested
unless it is a public holiday.

2 One resident car parking permit is insufficient. We believe a minimum of two vehicle park permits
per residence.

3 Yellow lines totally unacceptable to us as residents and does this apply to the berm which we
maintain or will the council take over this role as well.

4 Payment for the carpark on a daily basis is costly and what does this cover? Is there 24 hour
surveillance and security. If not, why not? People will not want to leave cars at such a site without
good lighting and security. It will need to be open 24/7 for accessibility as well.

5 We also believe that this parking space will be inadequate to meet the needs required from visitors
should either of these options occur. Human nature will mean that people will park a few streets
past the restricted areas creating other areas of risk for residents and visitors due to parking
congestion.

6 Vehicle parking: are boats and tractors exempt? Is a vehicle a car, truck or similar? Are trailers
exempt? Some clarity is required on this matter.

Re: parking consultationAlthough we have submitted feedback already, it has come to our attention
that taking cars off the road and onto our section places a risk to our grandchildren and visitors’ children.
This will be a shared issue with other residents in the area. We will have four grandchildren under 5
years this summer. Putting all the cars on site will raise the risk of onsite accidents. Even with the most
careful management having so many cars on sections will raise the risk of accidents to young children.
There is the added concern of having so many cars on site reduces the area for our children to play.
Where are they to play, on the berm? This is now a public health issue for consideration. I shall be
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contacting Safe Kids to the issue on Monday. As a public health professional I could not live with myself
if I had not raised this issue. Please consider this issue seriously.

Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546839.pdf http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5553836.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Richard Jones (83026)Consultee

richandkaren57@gmail.comEmail Address

1 Purriri PlaceAddress
Whitianga
3510

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Richard Jones (83026)Comment by

PC_150Comment ID

05/09/18 23:56Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As a long time time resident and rate payer in the Coromandel district and a regular visitor to Hahei I
strongly object to the proposal of being charged for parking in residential streets in Hahei.

If the TCDC are to introduce local street permit parking this should be available to All Coromandel
rate payers and not just to Hahei property owners.

Also the suggested time frame Oct 1 - April 30 is far to long a period, seven months is far in excess
of what should be a fair and reasonable peak period,I would suggest Dec 1 - March 31.If the council
insist on a seven month timeframe this could be seen as a money making excercise only.

For both myself and my extended family one of the most attractive and highly valued features about
the peninsula has always been the free and easy access to the many spectacular beaches/waterways
and I would be very disappointed and upset if this was to be taken away.If this change is to be allowed
forcing out of town Coromandel ratepayers to use the pay car parks,where will it stop,next on your site
will be parking for access to New Chums beach at the far end of Whangapoua beach.This will become
just like travelling around the Coast of Great Britain where charges are rampant and make casual visits
to the beach an expensive pastime.

Whilst I fully support the protection of local Hahei homeowners regarding access to their properties,only
overseas tourists and out of district visitors should be targeted and not TCDC ratepayers as we are
already contributing financially through our rates.It would be most unfair to be charged twice for the
pleasure of visiting beautiful Hahei,and I for one would not visit as often as I currently do.

Ricard Jones
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Liz Harsant (83034)Consultee

gharsant@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

323 Link RoadAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Liz Harsant (83034)Comment by

PC_151Comment ID

02/09/18 23:59Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I support the position taken by Principal planner and the policy and planning Manager taken on the 26
June at the council meeting.

I do not agree with option 1 or 2 of the parking bylaw amendment for Hahei.

The most suitable position is do nothing at the present time.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5545767.pdf
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Comment.
Rod McLaren (83036)Consultee

purangi1@outlook.comEmail Address

321 Lees RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Rod McLaren (83036)Comment by

PC_152Comment ID

05/09/18 00:20Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Strongly against any changes to the parking control in Hahei. Should remain as is currently.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5548479.pdf
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Comment.
Susan Grierson (83037)Consultee

purangi1@outlook.comEmail Address

321 Lees RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Susan Grierson (83037)Comment by

PC_153Comment ID

05/09/18 00:23Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

OtherSubmission Type

0.5Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not want any changes to the parking control in Hahei. I strongly object to the suggested changes.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5548472.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Graham HARSANT (79550)Consultee

gharsant@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

323 LINK RDAddress
WHITIANGA
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Graham HARSANT (79550)Comment by

PC_154Comment ID

05/09/18 00:28Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Please do not change the parking Control Bylaw 2014 for Hahei. I support the paper presented
to council by the principle planner and policy planning manager on June the 26th. Do nothing.

There is no clear plan, nor co-ordinated leadership by Hahei Rate payers, council, DOC and
other Govt agencies to move forward.
To provide a loaded gun (bylaw change) within this present environment could end in disaster.

One option put forward in a discussion with council is permits for those within Hahei, out to the 50 km
sign.

This may not happen, but who knows?

My property would be just outside the permit boundary.

Hahei would basically be a gated Beach for those property owners lucky to be within the boundary.

A summer tourism bubble is not just a Hahei problem but something that many areas Nationally and
Internationally are experiencing.

It does not help on the Coromandel though that much of the marketing is focused towards Cathedral
Cove and Hot Water Beach. Just look at the TCDC home web page.
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We have had a

1 Community plan in 2005 – (Out dated even with some basic alterations over time)
2 Local Blue print. Received and forgotten.
3 An integrated plan. DOC, Council and IWI (great lunches provided at the meetings)
4 A Weak Great walk feasibility study which incorporated a car park on Lee’s Road. Nearly one

million dollars has already been spent on this with minimal reward.
5 An agreement signed between council and Ian Carter for a public- private partnership???
6 The district plan. A major alteration to the town boundaries by over 100 acres. Overridden by the

feasibility study. There was limited dialogue and planning so there is a structure plan with no real
connection to the established village boundary

7 There was approximately $8000 spent by the Hahei Rate Payers on lawyers to fight the Hearing
Panel and the District plan (100 acres) This was Not successful

8 2016 Discussion about the desire to promote Lee’s Road as a parking solution.
There was Inaccurate data included which limited the validity of the study. The Lee’s Road meetings
motion tabled by Charlie Adam’s was not included. “Look at the 100 acres before directing a car park
to Lee’s Road”.

1 LTP and the inclusion of Lee’s Road, roading, walkways etc in the expenditure. (some of it carried
over from the previous period)

2 Many high-powered presentations. Some including Lee’s Road. Others do not. MWH traffic
reports etc etc

3 Now another submission proposal.
More presentations, professional wordsmiths, and also those with strength from the other end of the
spectrum to the one voice standing up and being counted.

Please do nothing with this submission proposal. Instead correct, improve and finish some of
the things that have already happened in the last few years.

1 There is no indication on whether the sewage plant has the capacity, or land space in its present
site. Is it in the correct location to support the existing Hahei village and the 100 acres in the
future?

1 My submission for the LTP is still active with no closure on whether the Lee’s Road car park will
be private or public. This leaves Lee’s Road directionless.

This was heavily promoted for about three years. No one will tidy up the issue now, even though there
is some legal deal in place? Ian Carter continues to indicate that he wants to be open for business by
this summer in some capacity.???

There are also safety issues needed to be sorted on Lee’s Road. Private or public.

1 The structure plan may still provide opportunities that are beneficial for the owners and Hahei.
The Residential sections beside the paper road are entrapped by the car park gate. The owners
at present just lease this area for grazing at a minimal return.

Communication Is needed with the owners.

In 1990 the community lost the opportunity to utilise the land opposite the Hahei store. This is all
heading in the same direction.

We continue hearing about a walking village. The village boundary is now at the top of snake
gully with the structure plan accepted. There will be quite a lot of walking involved.
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1 If Lee’s Road is to be a private car park, could we redirect the lotteries money to pay for
the Church car park? Unlike the Hot Water Beach car park which is on the Beach front, the
Church car park needs to be free to maximise its patronage during the peak period. The more
cars in the car park will mean that the commercial shuttle up Grange Road will be economically
viable for a longer period.

1 If the growth in tourism continues to create issues nationally then DOCmay need to explore more
ways to manage numbers, similar to the increased charge for overseas tourists for the Great
walks.

Grange Road have sorted their issues.

The continued high property values indicate that many are still willing to invest, even with the traffic
and tourism numbers over the summer period created by Cathedral Cove.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546750.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Mark Bell (83038)Consultee

mbellcooks@gmail.comEmail Address

36 Charles Green Drive, Cooks BeachAddress
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Mark Bell (83038)Comment by

PC_155Comment ID

06/09/18 00:52Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission.

While I can understand the need to control the increase in visitors during the peak period over summer,
I consider what is proposed to be quite extreme. However if the proposal was to go ahead, then it
needs to recognise that there are others residing just outside the Hahei village who regularly visit the
Hahei village and will be severely impacted by this proposal. Therefore I suggest that parking permits
be issued to all rate payers who reside within 20 kms of the centre of Hahei as a minimum or ideally
to all TCDC rate payers. Any other visiters who would otherwise park on the streets or in parking areas
near the Hahei beach would need to park in the designated parking areas.

Thank you

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Everit and Sheryl Payne (60174)Consultee

esapayne@gmail.comEmail Address

16 Drumfearn PlaceAddress
Hamilton
3210

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Everit and Sheryl Payne (60174)Comment by

PC_156Comment ID

02/09/18 00:58Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The proposed Option 1 shows a lack of constructive thinking. The problem of parking congestion
surely only applies to Grange Road, Beach Road, Wigmore Crescent and the end of Pa Road where
visitors park when wishing to reach the beach or the Pa. Your proposal is to restrict visitor parking to
all the streets of Hahei, which can only be said to be "applying a sledge hammer to hit a tent peg".
The proposed permits are too limiting as many residents or renters have multiple cars and it means
we cannot even visit other homes for social occasions. Those who are unable to move easily, need
to drive closer to the front if they are to enjoy Hahei's charms. In addition, many are forced to park
on the streets nearby when visiting the commercial area as parking there is so limited. You are
therefore potentially restricting that livelihood and the summer season is their only source of real
income. Option 2 is way over the top and totally impractical. I doubt whether any village or town has
been subjected to such a draconian by-law. By the way, we owned our house at Hahei for 45 years
so have seen many changes but none so ridiculous as these. The proposed dates, October 1 - April
30 are typically bureaucratic in response, as the only real problems are from December 25 to the end
of January and at Easter. We would suggest that you are only considering those who live close to
the beach and who have obviously complained loud and long. Other cities, towns and places of beauty
all have such problems and in no way do they impose such strictures. The limitations that your proposal
will promote can only limit social interaction between other residents or tenants and tourism that plays
such an important role in the local economy will be sorely affected as those folk will be unable to stop
and therefore move on elsewhere. Restrictions should be limited to perceived traffic hazards and no
blanket proposals should be contemplated. Hahei has always been promoted and perceived as a
"village" with the atmosphere and facilities pertinent to such. You are now turning our beautiful village
into something we cannot contemplate and in the strongest possible terms we require you to rethink,
reconsider and for goodness sake have some commonsense when changing parking bylaws. We
are totally opposed and offended by you draconian regulations.
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Question not answered by consulteeWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546719.pdf
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Comment.
Mrs Lianne Mylie (83039)Consultee

llee4432@gmail.comEmail Address

18 CAESAR ROOSE DRIVEsAddress
GLENVIEW
HAMILTON
3206

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Lianne Mylie (83039)Comment by

PC_157Comment ID

06/09/18 00:58Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Parking is not the problem. The number of people visiting this beach and area is. The more numbers
that are allowed to visit, the greater the ecological damage that will be caused. What needs to be
done is the number of visitors must be limited and strictly controlled.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
John Willis (83041)Consultee

aandjwillis@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

Not SuppliedAddress
Not Supplied
Not Supplied

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

John Willis (83041)Comment by

PC_158Comment ID

02/09/18 01:14Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

LetterSubmission Type

0.6Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to register my opposition to both options as listed in your letter of 10 August.

I belong to the Hahei Resident and Ratepayers Association and if they are promoting these ideas,
they do not speak for me on this matter. (Did they canvas their members to gauge local opinion, I
wonder?)

We do not need more restrictive, needless regulations over a problem which is only of concern for two
months of the year when huge numbers of temporary holidaymakers invade the village. We need to
recognise that Hahei is a holiday resort and day destination, and we should all grin and bear the
inconveniences which occur during the holiday season.

When council starts talking of resident parking permits, the prohibiting of parking on the berms and no
stopping lines on every street in Hahei, one has to wonder why council aren’t putting their money and
resources into something more important. Why are we always trying to make things more difficult and
restrictive for ourselves? (Will we need I.D. cards to get into Hahei next????)

I have owned a property at 36 Harsant Ave for 46 years, and although I admit the traffic problems have
at least doubled during this time and although it is oft times annoying to have people parking on my
berm over the main holiday period, (and I maintain the berm by the way!) I think we all need to be a
little more tolerant and charitable about the problem as it’s only temporary.
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We certainly don’t need more by-laws!

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

Question not answered by consulteePlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.

http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546697.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Ray Standidge (83017)Consultee

raystandidge@gmail.comEmail Address

1 Christine TceAddress
Hahei
1111

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Ray Standidge (83017)Comment by

PC_159Comment ID

06/09/18 01:32Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I wish to vote for; Option 1 Reident parking only.

This should apply to all streets in Hahei except Grange Road.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Ms Anne Bradbury (83042)Consultee

annebradbury640@hotmail.comEmail Address

8/24 Harwood StreetAddress
Sandringham
Auckland
1041

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Anne Bradbury (83042)Comment by

PC_160Comment ID

06/09/18 02:18Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My family has a bach in Hahei on Dawn Ave and have owned it for 30+ years. Parking is definitely a
problem and I am glad to see TCDC addressing this and welcome the opportunity to provide feedback
on the proposed bylaw.

I support option 2, the yellow no stopping lines on roads provided there is some way to ensure that
vehicles do not park on the berm. The berms are quite wide in a lot of streets in Hahei and I'm not
sure that yellow no stopping lines would stop people parking on the berms without signs.

I support no stopping signs on either one side of the road or both sides in busy streets e.g. Dawn Ave,
Harsant Ave, John Spear Ave and Hahei Beach Road from the shops down to the beach.

While I prefer option 2 over option 1, I would support option 1 over a do nothing approach.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
RACHEL ESHUIS (83043)Consultee

RACHEL.ESHUIS@GMAIL.COMEmail Address

48 Grace James RoadAddress
Pukekohe
2120

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

RACHEL ESHUIS (83043)Comment by

PC_161Comment ID

06/09/18 02:40Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Hi.

I would in the first instance support option 1 of the bylaw submission. I do however query the cost and
practicality of policing this. Once people see one car parked they will often park regardless so signage
and policing would have to be strong. If it proves ineffective after a years review then option 2 would
have to come into play.

In addition to this bylaw, I believe the council would have to dramatically increase the amount of parking
in the existing park and ride space. This would enable beach goers and day trippers to the Cove a
safe place to park .I would suggest $10 per day for this parking would be sufficient and it should include
a free shuttle up to the cathedral cove walk along with clear signage showing people the coastal track
up from the beach. In addition wider and better pathways to the beach should be implemented.

Good work on planning for the large tourist numbers that we see arriving, it is important that councils
look at ways that tourisim doesn't overwhelm our precious places but that safe and solid alternatives
are provided.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Peter and Pip Waters (83045)Consultee

rangiora.waters@gmail.comEmail Address

398J Lees RoadAddress
RD1
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Peter and Pip Waters (83045)Comment by

PC_162Comment ID

01/09/18 02:49Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

EmailSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We wish to lodge a submission on the Hahei parking proposal.We do not agree with either option
proposed. There is congestion in Hahei for maybe a month of the summer, over Christmas and New
Year, through until the end of January. This is nothing unusual for any seaside resort. This creates a
kiwi summer holiday atmosphere and a buzz about the village. Most residents want friends and relations
to be able to visit them and the beach unencumbered by parking restrictions.Efforts would be better
spent giving support to the Lees Road carpark and walkways. This would alleviate some of the Hahei
congestion, by offering alternative access to Cathedral Cove. Put funding into opening the walkway
from Cathedral Cove to Purangi as another activity to do in Hahei. Again, taking some congestion
away from the Village. Hahei as a resort town, has a very limited amount of walkway options. This is
a burgeoning activity nationwide but poorly provided for in Hahei. Good all weather walking track
alternatives, would attract visitors to the area, year round, not just in January.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.

If Council received this submission via email or hard copy, you can copy and paste the link/s below
into the address bar of your web browser to view the original submission.
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http://docs.tcdc.govt.nz/store/default/5546677.pdf
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Comment.
Mr Andrew Andrew Denton (83044)Consultee

j.andrew.denton@gmail.comEmail Address

1461Address
Old North Road
Helensville
0875

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Andrew Andrew Denton (83044)Comment by

PC_163Comment ID

06/09/18 02:52Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

This cannot happen. New Zealand is known for free access to beaches, even Auckland (the town
renowned for taxing everything) allows visitors to park on the side of the road at beaches.

If you bring this in every council will start restricting parking as a means of gaining revenue.

New Zealand beaches are for everyone.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Ms Teryll Lepper (83046)Consultee

teryll.lepper@gmail.comEmail Address

4 Highbury PlaceAddress
Hamilton
3200

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Teryll Lepper (83046)Comment by

PC_164Comment ID

06/09/18 02:57Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am for Option 1 and would like to see residents permits issued for parking in the town for residents.

Scaled parking in a Council own parking facility based on number of hours spent at the car park, rather
than a daily rate.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Patricia Hishon (75332)Consultee

Westwood.hahei@gmail.comEmail Address

POBox 27001Address
Garnett ave
Hamilton
3257

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Patricia Hishon (75332)Comment by

PC_165Comment ID

06/09/18 03:10Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

RE: SUBMISSION TO - THE AMENDMENTS TO THE PARKING CONTROL BYLAW 2014 – HAHEI

1 I OPPOSE BOTH OPTIONS PROVIDED IN THE CONSULTATION DOCUMENT. Both are
extreme and do not fit with the scope and purpose of the current Parking Control Bylaw 2014 –
section 3.1 scope and purpose

“3.1.

The purpose of this Bylaw is to set the requirements for control of parking in respect of

roads, public places, and parking areas

owned or controlled by the Council in order to:

a) Enhance road safety;

b) Manage traffic flows effectively;

c) Achieve an appropriate allocation of parking spaces between competing users and

provide for the needs of special user groups. “

My submission will firstly enlarge on my reasons for opposing both options and Identify what Acts or
documents support my rational. Then address other relevant specific concerns whilst putting forward
questions to council that I think have not been addressed.
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Finally, suggest a constructive option that Council could look at or may have already considered
exploring.

2. REASONS FOR OPPOSING BOTH OPTIONS OFFERED.

2.1 EXCLUSION OF PEOPLE FROM AREAS on economic grounds, being mobility challenged and
age does not fit with:

TheHuman Rights Act 1993which “The Human Rights Act’s intention is to help ensure that all people
in New Zealand are treated fairly and equally.”
(www.hrc.co.nz/your-rights/human-rights/human-rights-legislation-new-zealand/). Section 21 1. (g)
(h) & (I) identifies the Prohibited grounds of discrimination. ie. Discrimination by way of ethnicity
(including nationality or citizenship), disability and age.

NZ bill of Rights Act 1990
“The Bill of Rights Act sets out a range of civil and political rights, which arise from the United Nations
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. These include the rights to freedom of expression,
religious belief, freedom of movement, and the right to be free from discrimination.

The Bill of Rights Act requires the government and anyone carrying out a public function to observe
these rights, and to justify any limits placed on them.

All new legislation is examined to see if it is consistent with the rights and freedoms in the Bill of Rights
Act....” (www.hrc.co.nz/your-rights/human-rights/human-rights-legislation-new-zealand/ )

I do not see how developing bylaws that effectively exclude people or reduce their ability to easily
access the Hahei beach whilst providing free 'permitted' parking to those fortunate enough to own (or
rent) a property within the Hahei village can fit within the pre-requisite set out in the Human Rights Act
1993 and the NZ bill of rights Act 1990.

Option 1 of the Parking control bylaw 2014 would give private benefit to a select few. It puts locals who
live outside the boundaries and visitors at a disadvantage. (The term 'tourists' can include both New
Zealanders and overseas people.) Surely there would be better options available to prevent or manage
traffic congestion and promote safety.

The idea that Hahei rating units would be provided with one free permit which is subsidized through
revenue from the Hahei car parks owned by council seems to place everyone else at a disadvantage.
This would mean people who live in surrounding areas such as Cooks Beach, Whitianga, Tairua,
Thames etc could all have to both pay for parking and possibly subsidise it though community wide
rates.

In this economic climate a large number of New Zealand people could be deemed financially
disadvantaged and the added cost of parking for a simple day-trip-to-the-beach may put such
opportunities beyond their reach.

Option 2. Whilst being impartial, still makes in-roads into the rights of the groups mentioned next and
could have long reaching effects on the public's view of Hahei which could in turn affect small businesses
that make their living from day-tripper visitors.

2.2 MOBILITY IMPAIRED AND THE ELDERLY
My understanding is that the minimum ratio of disability car parking spaces is 2:50 (2 spaces:50 car
parking spaces). Should Council use either of the proposed options the number of viable spaces for
parking if one is elderly or has mobility issues will be far more restrictive. This is because currently
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most of the Hahei village is on flat land with wide berms which could effectively offer a higher ratio of
opportunities than if parking were restricted only to car parks.

I am also deeply concerned about both the distance from the Hahei entrance car park to the beach,
shops and village hall (just under 1 km to the beach). That these people are expected to negotiate
uneven terrain puts them both at risk and at a disadvantage. I use the word negotiate as there is a
decided lack of safe walking access from the Hahei entrance car park / the church restaurant and Pa
Road. Currently fit people either have the choice of walking on the road OR on the steep berm which
would be inaccessible to any with limited mobility.

I do not see how either option fits with the following Council policies.

2.3 POSITIVE AGEING STRATEGY.
Here Council agrees to focus its efforts on promoting:

1 Aging in place
2 Inclusive approaches
3 Recreation and leisure opportunities
4 Community participation.

Yet both of the proposed options contradict the intent of these strategies and I do not see where, in
either the 18 July 2018 or the 6 June 2018 reports to Council that this Positive Aging Strategy intent
was assessed.

2.4 DISABILITY STRATEGY (2012)

Area of Focus 2# - Address physical and additional barriers to participation.

Also note that on page 12 this document recognises that older people want to travel (tourists) yet this
parking bylaw amendment reduces their opportunity if they have mobility issues.

Disability supporting strategy, supporting information (a separate document) – page 7 under
'Parks and Reserves heading specifically promises to address access.

In Hahei we have sloping berms, mostly grassed berms and now the possibility that only the lucky few
will gain access to the beach front parking unless Council skews the mobility parking ratio to also
provide extra separate parking spaces for the elderly and maybe even those with push-chairs.

I recognise that the bus route will help those traveling to the Cathedral Cove entrance during peak
times but it doesn't help getting around the village itself.

I do not see how this parking bylaw amendment fits with the Disability strategy?

Hahei needs more structured parking throughout the village. It needs hard surface walking pathways
around each of the streets.

2.5 QUESTION ARISING: Why does Cathedral Cove, an iconic nature reserve warrant HARD
SURFACE PATHWAYS yet the Hahei village has few?
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Alternative suggestion: Instead of either option being accepted, could Council instead work on
expanding dedicated parking for people who are Mobility impaired, the elderly and parents with
pushchairs?

Could Council instead use revenue gained from (reduced) parking fees to support an extended bus
route that makes a circuit around the village and thus allowing more people to utilise the service?

2.6 PARKING FOR SPECIFIC OTHER GROUPS:
I oppose both Proposed options as I see that if such options were to come into effect the following
groups of people would be adversely affected :

1 Larger gatherings at the Hall (eg. Weddings, meetings, fairs etc). Either Council would have to
look at enlarging the car park to the detriment of the surrounding reserve or both locals and those
traveling in for (say night) meetings would need to park at the entrance car park.

2 Tradesmen (eg. plumbers, Electricians and Lawn mowing firms)– often need to park on the
roadside when working.

3 Businesses which depend on tourists and day trippers.
4 volunteers groups
Access to parking for groups such as these has not been explained in statement of Proposal or the
bylaw amendment.

2.7 EFFECT ON LOCAL TOURISM
What impact would such restrictions have on the above businesses and their staff who are often

made up of young local families. Especially if there is a protest shift away from Hahei by day tourists.

2.8 OTHER QUESTIONS THAT AROSE AND I would appreciate answers to.
Should either option go ahead:

1 How is Council proposing to police permits given out for free to Hahei village residents?
2 Does Council intend charging for lost permits? How will they confirm actual losses of cards?
3 In the current economic climate how does Council justify the level of charges proposed? In my

view it is higher than many city private parking sites.
4 Could Council explain how revenue reallocation fits within the revenue administration restraints

of local body councils.

2.9 VILLAGE BOUNDARIES AND THE RIGHT TO A PERMIT:
Permitted parking for residents would create social issues as well as discriminatory issues and could
change the fabric of the community spirit.

If you take the 50km sign just, before the Hahei Car Park, as the entrance to Hahei you will exclude
people who have traditionally seen themselves as part of the Hahei village both socially and financially.
Yet this very method of defining is part of other bylaws such as freedom camping and could start to
cause an inconsistencies within the Council documentation.

If you copy the “Hahei Settlement” map used from the Freedom camping bylaw the council will effectively
place those who live up orchard road outside the permitted parking area. Houses at the entrance to
the Hahei valley are also excluded.
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QUESTION: should either option go ahead, how does council plan to meet the parity needs of local
rate payers and Coromandel Peninsular rate payers who will now have to absorb the cost of both the
construction and parking restrictions because they live outside of the defined 'residents only' area?

2.10 PARKING CONGESTION AND SAFETY:
The report dated 6 June 2018 to TCDC Council meeting page 3 refers to a paper To the joint
infrastructure and Regulatory committees workshop on 26 April, “..... noting that there are other methods
that could be employed to address the problem and that resident only parking is not an appropriate
solution to the problem.......” I was unable to find this which is a pity as it might have show that council
staff have already discussed wider options. The actual Statement of Proposal sent out does not appear
to indicate what wider options were explored. Yet an independent profession review by a traffic
management firm and say a S32 report could produce a range of options that might better solve the
holiday seasons congestion and safety issues. A study to explore the impact of these options of a
possible 'tourism' shift towards other beach communities who may inturn want similar restrictions would
have also helped myself better understand the impact of both the options offered.

Question: Is there a reason why Council seems to have chosen not to explore the option constructing
hard surface public parking segments in the various streets of Hahei before opening this consultation?

Question: why has Council chosen to set up a public submission when they have not provided full
impact studies and a council authorized traffic management study to explore all possibilities?

1 SUMMING UP AND LOOKING FOR ALTERNATIVE MORE WIN WIN SOLUTIONS.
Grass berms verse formalized hard-surface parking.
Option 2 (complete ban on parking) – means that parking on the berm throughout Hahei will be
prohibited. Under the current Parking Control Bylaw 2014 defines a 'berm' as

“Berm – a public path or grass strip adjoining a road.”

To myself, his means that all the grassed area between the road edge and the boundary of a residents
property.

While the very idea of formalized areas of hard-surface parking throughout all the Hahei village streets
deeply saddens myself I do wonder if Hahei's parking and road safety has progressed to the extent
that we now need to accept change. A well thought out traffic and landscaping plan which incorporates
blocks of parking on one side of the road with a foot/mobility-path on the other whilst incorporating
extensive landscaping with native shrubs maybe another way forward. This idea can be seen within
the Hamilton city.

The integration of native planting around current trees could, like in Hamilton, encourage local plant
diversity and increase the food sources of birds and insects which already co-exist within Hahei. Such
action would reflect action in the biodiversity strategy and who knows gain funding!

Thank you for taking the time to read this submission.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Eric Hamilton (83048)Consultee

eric.hamilton007@gmail.comEmail Address

405 Willoughby StreetAddress
Thames
3500

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Eric Hamilton (83048)Comment by

PC_166Comment ID

06/09/18 04:07Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My preference would be to support neither option.

Option 1 - limits those property owners who have limited off road parking and any visitors they may
have, who may not be able to park -off road.

Option 2 - limits all property owners as to using their unformed road berm (un-sealed / no road
formation), which in most cases they currently maintain this grass berm area on behalf of Council.

Option 2 should be amended to allow for off road parking on the berm, in that any vehicle parked on
a berm should be a minimum of 300 mm from any yellow line. If residents do not wish for their grass
berm to be used for parking, Council could provide guidelines on what low cost / low impact structures
residents could used and maintain to restrict parking on these areas, e.g. gardens, low bollards etc.

Thanks

Eric

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Gavin Fowler (82684)Consultee

Gavfowl@gmail.comEmail Address

425c boat harbour rdAddress
Whenuakite
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Gavin Fowler (82684)Comment by

PC_167Comment ID

06/09/18 07:40Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

i don't support either of the amendments that have been listed.i believe the status quo(the existing
situation) is working ok.it gets really busy around xmas/new year but that alone doesn't warrant the
restrictions as per the submissions

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Sarah Hills (83053)Consultee

sarah.leo.hills@gmail.comEmail Address

51 Gowing DriveAddress
Meadowbank
1072

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Sarah Hills (83053)Comment by

PC_168Comment ID

06/09/18 08:06Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Support Option 1. Two permits per household would be preferable. Need to be allocated to the address
not the owners.

However with this option it is very important that visitors aren't shafted. those that visit need to be able
to access the beach easily with young children, not convinced walking over 500m with young kids and
beach gear is practical. Need free shuttles to operate if charging for parking.

If the 500 parking area is the only area, and we forcing people to park a long distance away, should
this area be at a cost?

Putting NSAAT markings everywhere as for option 2 would be problematic to remove outside of April
to Oct each year.

Question whether this is needed fromOctober all the way til April. Maybe December to February might
be better.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Tim Williams (83055)Consultee

Timwillnz@gmail.comEmail Address

56 Edenvale CrescentAddress
Mt Eden
Auckland
1024

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Tim Williams (83055)Comment by

PC_169Comment ID

06/09/18 09:06Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We are an Auckland family that have been coming to camp at the Hahei campground for 2 weeks over
the Xmas new year period for the last 8 years. We also come at other periods throughout the summer
for weekends.

Because of the amount of camping gear we require to take with us we have to use two vehicles.

The campground only allows one vehicle per camp site and often doesn't have the space for additional
parking...particularly over the busy times...this necessitates having to park off site in the street
surrounding the campground.

This is a common occurrence during busy periods for other visitors as well.

It is not practical for longer term visitors parking in the Cathedral Cove parking site because of the
distance from the campground, the cost of parking over an extended period and the lack of security
at night.

Any imposition by extensive parking restrictions would have a negative impact on longer stay visitors
and may force families like ours to reconsider staying in Hahei.

This would have a negative impact on local businesses as it is visitors like us that actually spend our
money in the Hahei community rather than short stay visitors who generally only visit Cathedral Cove
and leave town.

We love our stays in Hahei and enjoy the energy created by all the visitors over the summer.

Please don't turn Hahei into a residents only town and "no go" zone for kiwis and visitors alike.
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Ms Lu Tyree (83060)Consultee

Lutyree@gmail.comEmail Address

Proguides NZCompany / Organisation

26 Konene StreetAddress
Rotorua
3015

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Proguides NZ (Ms Lu Tyree - 83060)Comment by

PC_170Comment ID

06/09/18 09:47Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.2Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

There needs to be adequate provision for group touring vehicles to have workable drop offs and
subsequent pick ups at the Shakespeare Lookout and the beach. Recent changes Are not suitable
for traditional tour tour vehicles. We have client passengers who are often infirm and need close up
access to the toilets and beach in Hahei plus suitable access to the lookout for a photo stop. Not all
visitors are active mobile visitors.

Therefore I support a residents parking with inclusion AND tour coach short term dropnoff and parking.

There should be

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am submitting on behalf of an organisation/company
which is not based in the Thames-Coromandel District

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Fleur Drewitt Fisher (83061)Consultee

drew_fleur@hotmail.comEmail Address

3 Robyn CrescentAddress
Hahei
Whitianga
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Fleur Drewitt Fisher (83061)Comment by

PC_171Comment ID

06/09/18 10:06Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I live in Hahei and this would affect me because when we have people to stay they would potentially
have no where to park. I feel that most of the year the traffic and parking is not an issue. I think definitely
the main road is an issue but there are plenty of other side roads for people to spread the parking out
on to (like ours and they do). If there is a safety issue on the main roads then this needs to be addressed
but I don’t think this needs to be applied to the whole of Hahei. Fundamently I think the use of permits
creates a degree of admin and inconvenience that is really unnecessary in this situation. I would
suggest re-routing some of the Cathederal cove traffic to allow other access options, such as a car
park from Lees Road. This would take the pressure off Hahei and tourists could still access Cathederal
Cove. I think that these two options are not suitable and I do not support either one of them. I think the
idea of permits or broken yellow lines throughout Hahei is overkill and will negatively effect the
town/relaxed vibe in Hahei and probably put people off coming all together. I do think there needs to
be more control of where people park to avoid safety issues on the main road and maybe some
footpaths and road markings are required here. Also the concept of Parking permits only for Hahei
Residents excludes the needs of all the other communities in the area (Cooks Beach, Lees Road,
Hotwater Beach, Whenuakite, Coroglen, Tairua). There are no details provided of how Parking Permits
will work, nor the boundary of the area to be given parking permits and requires such a massive change
that I do not support either option 1 or 2. Regards,Fleur

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Jayne Nightingale (83057)Consultee

nightingalekj@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

203 Link RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Jayne Nightingale (83057)Comment by

PC_172Comment ID

06/09/18 10:08Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

My husband and I live 3 km from Hahei Beach, a five minute drive. We go swimming after work most
evenings in the Summer and I enjoy walking the beach most days. We do not support either proposals.
We have to drive to the beach as there are no footpaths but why should we be charged $10 to park
and then have a long walk, what about families with young children how do you expect them to lug
everything to the beach.

In regards to discussions on ratepayers getting permits where would that leave us, would we be entitled
to a permit? If not I find that highly unfair as we are Hahei ratepayers as well and wish to enjoy the
benefits of living by the sea.

I would agree with double yellow lines be put on Grange Road but leave the side streets for parking,
we live by the beach to be able to enjoy a coastal lifestyle, go to the beach when we want and not be
charged.

If you are going to enforce these regulations why make the season so long?

Will these amendments not put pressure on the free carparking outside the hall/ Library/shops which
locals frequent, making it impossible to find a park to utilise the services, as cars will not be vacating
these regularly or do you plan to meter those as well?

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Dianne Simson (83040)Consultee

simson.family@outlook.comEmail Address

604 Harrisville RoadAddress
Pukekohe East
Pukekohe RD2
2677

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Dianne Simson (83040)Comment by

PC_173Comment ID

06/09/18 10:43Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Submission on proposed Parking Control Bylaw 2014 for Hahei Beach.

As a background to this submission, our extended family group own two properties in the Harsant
Avenue and Hahei Beach Road areas of Hahei. One of these we have owned since the 1960’s. Our
properties are directly affected by excessive traffic and parking issues. It is not uncommon to be unable
to leave our properties by vehicle due to cars/ buses being parked in front of the gates. We are also
subjected to large buses idling for long periods creating diesel fumes.

This submission is in support of a modified Option 1 - Resident Parking only from 1 October to 30
April (expanded upon below). We are not in support of the proposed amendment as it stands.
It cannot be ignored that we have a large parking and traffic congestion problem at Hahei. This is due
to the village’s proximity to Cathedral Cove. DOC figures show visitor numbers to Cathedral Cove for
the 2017/18 year to be 320,000. Tourist numbers are increasing by 15% per year. Tourist numbers
visiting New Zealand are expected to rise from approximately 3 million pax to over 5 million pax by
2024 (only 6 years away!) according to MBIE. With cheap air travel, Instagram and the safety of New
Zealand this figure could be even larger. We have to assume that many of these visitors will have
Cathedral Cove on their list. It needs to be recognised that we essentially have Disneyland in our
backyard. While it might be unpalatable to introduce parking restrictions, they are needed to preserve
the character and environment of Hahei. Resident only parking will maintain the coastal village feel
that residents and visitors alike enjoy. For these reasons we support Option 1 with the following
modifications.
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Option 1 modifications
Number of permits
We believe that one permit is insufficient. It is common for many properties to be owned by more than
one family or frequented by extended family groups with multiple vehicles. As ratepayers we should
be able to park outside our properties as necessary. Some properties have very little off street parking
and being a holiday seaside village have boats, tractors etc that need to be parked on properties. Flat
land on sections is often used for tents especially for children. We would suggest three or four permits
per property. These would belong to each property title and would be interchangeable between vehicles.
(also used by any tenants). If it is the intention of TCDC to get support from ratepayers for the parking
bylaw, then we believe more than one permit will be required. It would be unlikely for every property
to be using all their permits simultaneously, and many won't need to use the permits at any time so
offering more permits per property is logistically possible.

Beachfront Carpark
We are strongly opposed to the beach front carpark becoming a pay and display carpark. We believe
both the beachfront carparks should be for residents only as we believe that ratepayers with properties
further away from the beach or in steep areas should be able to drive down and park near the beach
for free.

We believe that Option 1 is unworkable without changing the beachfront carparks to resident only. A
large part of the traffic congestion problem is from vehicles driving to the beachfront in an attempt to
find a carpark and then turning around and driving out again. In order for the parking restrictions to be
successful in controlling traffic flow, visitors need to know that they cannot find a park anywhere further
forward than the visitor carpark at the entrance to Hahei. This won’t stop all drivers trying their luck
but should stop a large percentage.

We believe that the concession holders that operate businesses from the beach should provide parking
for their customers at their own premises or at the visitor carpark, and shuttle their clients to the beach.
This will eliminate a large amount of traffic and pressure on parking near the beach.

We would also recommend that no further business concessions be allowed to operate from the beach
or beach front carpark. Business should operate from the commercial area of the village or from the
visitor’s carpark. This will protect the environmental beauty of Hahei Beach and reduce the signage
pollution the ruins the natural beauty of the area. In summary we believe a pay and display area at
the beachfront will have a negative impact on reducing traffic congestion and will be detrimental to the
encouraging of visitors to go directly to the visitor’s carpark when they arrive at Hahei. The beachfront
carparks should be for ratepayers and residents and not be developed as revenue gathering for the
council. The pay and display at Hot Water Beach has not solved any parking problems at all, has
caused more congestion and is an environmental eyesore in front of a beautiful Beach.

Berms
We believe that residents should be able to park on all berms with the appropriate permit. Therefore
we believe the proposed amendment section c) to prohibit parking on berms…..should be amended
to c) to prohibit parking on berms to vehicles without a resident’s permit.

Signage
Large signs informing visitors of the parking restrictions need to be erected well before visitors arrive
in Hahei. These could be at Whenuakite, the Hot Water Beach Turnoff, the corner of Hahei Road and
Link Road, at the intersection of Hahei Road and Purangi Road, at the entrance to the visitor’s carpark
and one on the corner of Grange Road and Hahei Beach Road. There would need to be some smaller
signs on each street.

Visitors carpark/Lees Road carpark
We strongly support the extension of this carpark. It is essential to alleviating the congestion and
parking issues of Hahei. However, we believe that this extension may not be enough to cope in the
future with the projected numbers, and therefore it is imperative that the Lees Road carpark be
developed as soon as possible. These carparks should be pay and display and have areas for
campervans and buses.

Shuttles
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We support the use of shuttles from the visitor’s carpark to Grange Road carpark stopping at the shop.
The walk from the shop to the beach is short and not onerous.

This submission is against Option 2 - No stopping lines. We strongly object to this option. It is an
excessive measure that would greatly impact on the lives of the ratepayers and residents. We believe
that ratepayers have the fundamental right to park in their own community and outside their own
properties.

Dianne and Hamish Simson

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

0274790864Telephone

simson.family@outlook.comEmail

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Ms Lynne Mitchell (83062)Consultee

Lynne@idresearch.nzEmail Address

15 Patricia PlaceAddress
Hahei
Coromandel
0000

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Lynne Mitchell (83062)Comment by

PC_174Comment ID

06/09/18 15:16Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Both these amendments are unacceptable. If there is to be limited parking and it should be in the key
beach side area only then 1 resident permit per household is ridiculous. Locals have many friends and
family visiting their beaches over the summer.

A sensible solution used in high tourist beach communities overseas is park and ride. The Lees road
car park is the best solution to the problem of tourist parking in Hahei that does need to be addressed

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Ms Lynette Dey (83063)Consultee

ldey@orange.frEmail Address

22 Oceana DriveAddress
Tairua
3508

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Lynette Dey (83063)Comment by

PC_175Comment ID

06/09/18 22:20Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I don't believe either of the proposals adequately addresses the issue and the bylaw should remain
intact until a suitable solution is found.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Josh Cochrane (83052)Consultee

josh@hahei.co.nzEmail Address

3 margaret placeAddress
hahei
Whitianga 3951

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Josh Cochrane (83052)Comment by

PC_176Comment ID

07/09/18 00:46Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I don't support either ammendments and definitely don't support a change to the parking bylaw

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Tania Glanfield (83047)Consultee

glanfieldz@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

87 Pa ToadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Tania Glanfield (83047)Comment by

PC_177Comment ID

07/09/18 01:54Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We strongly oppose and object to the new proposed parking control bylaw for Hahei.

We strongly object to both Option 1 and Option 2 as it is unfair and disadvantages the rights of property
owners for the reasonable enjoyment of the area.

The main type of vehicle that cause parking problems in Hahei are large Campervans and rental
vehicles. These vehicles often park in a dangerous manner by impinging on driveway entrance ways,
and or damage berms and footpaths, particularly in Grange Road and near the shopping area.

The suggestion of one parking permit per household is unreasonable due to the number of family
members that enjoy our property over the summer holidays and weekends. We often have more than
two vehicles, and up to four over the peak period. At no time have we had trouble parking as we park
safely off the road on the grass verge - this keeps the road clear.

We support the extension/development of the current free Cathedral Car park for tourist visitors - this
should be advertised widely on all main tourist websites including TCDC website. Larger temporary
signs should be erected over the peak holiday period to encourage day trippers to use the free car
park.

We support the development of a car park at the end of Lees Road for access to Cathedral Cove and
walkway.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Hayden Gray (83070)Consultee

hayden.hahei@gmail.comEmail Address

3 Pa RoadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Hayden Gray (83070)Comment by

PC_178Comment ID

07/09/18 02:24Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I think the parking congestion problem in Hahei is only an issue at the Beach Front, Grange Rd, Harsant
and Dawn Ave. Restricting parking elsewhere in Hahei is unnecessary and I think would be problematic
and disliked by residence.

I think our parking issues are for such a short period of the year that even if nothing was done we (the
residence) can all deal with it.

I do not like the two options presented.

I think Pay and Display at the top of Grange Road is needed and agree with that.

I think also the following is a good idea:

Free timed parking at the beach front with painted parking strips (and disabled parking spots which
there are none of)

Free timed well marked painted parking strips along Hahei Beach Road and sections of the side streets
Dawn and Harsant ave.

I think the village entry carpark should be free and un timed.

If the Lee's Rd carpark goes ahead that would further assist in relieving congestion.

I also feel a concrete foot path is needed on at least one side of Hahei Beach Road all the way to the
beach which people would not park on and would make that road safer for foot traffic. (It is an unsafe
cluster driving to the beach with everybody walking on the road because cars are angle parking taking
up the grass verge).

Thanks for addressing this issue Im sure its a hard process keeping everybody happy. What ever
happens Im sure we can all just deal with it, but I do think not allowing street parking at all or resident
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only parks will cause more trouble then there already is for visitors, residence and those trying to police
it (which in my opinion is not really that bigger problem apart from hahei beach rd being unsafe for
pedestrians in the peak of summer)

Thank you,

Hayden Gray

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Ms Jane Cullinane (83071)Consultee

jcullinane@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

209 Main RoadAddress
Tairua
3508

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Jane Cullinane (83071)Comment by

PC_179Comment ID

07/09/18 05:03Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I support Option 1. Although I don't live in Hahei, we all live in SMALL communities, many of us live
here permanently all year round. Having access to our verges and berms is a part of NZ small town
living, and to prohibit residents and locals from this way of living in favour of tourists (who do not
contribute to rates) is completely wrong. It is easy to allow one or two resident parking stamps for each
property in Hahei which can be posted out. Keep it simple, and keep our lives here as ratepayers
simple. Please.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Garry Bell (83073)Consultee

decadesbythesea@gmail.comEmail Address

2 Halligan RoadAddress
Whitianga
3510

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Garry Bell (83073)Comment by

PC_180Comment ID

07/09/18 05:28Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Option #1 being residents or owners of properties at Hahei should be able to park with a permit issued
by TCDC, anywhere in the village or streets at all times of the year. I also feel that 2 resident permits
should be issued for residents during December, January and February, being a family time when the
permits would be optimised by the family over the busy holiday period. Restricting traditional family
holidays due to the environment issues I see as detrimental to the wellbeing of families in the area of
Hahei.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Dan Riley (83074)Consultee

annriley08@gmail.comEmail Address

107I Grange RdAddress
Hahei RD1
Whitianga 3591
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Dan Riley (83074)Comment by

PC_181Comment ID

07/09/18 05:31Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We prefer option 1_ resident parking only as the parking in Hahei is getting out of control over the
holiday period,with people driving around and around trying to find a park but to no avail. It is only a
matter of time before a child runs out between the cars parked on the road and berms and is injured.
something needs to be done to get this traffic into the council car parks.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Glenda Randerson (83072)Consultee

glendaranderson@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

7 Shipherds Ave Epsom Auckland 1023Address
Auckland
1023

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Glenda Randerson (83072)Comment by

PC_182Comment ID

07/09/18 05:37Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Wemake regular summer use of our holiday home in John Spear Ave. Parking on the berm is essential
due to limited onsite parking and has been permitted for years without issues.

It is the influx of non resident visitors that has caused the current issues. Residents should not be
made to bear the proposed serious inconvenience of restricted parking.

Bothe proposals are strongly opposed. A restriction to one permit would be wholly inadequate to meet
our needs for 2 to 3 parks on the berm for our family and visitors.

The suggestion to ban all berm parking would be even worse and would cause major congestion and
inconvenience.

We do not oppose residents only restrictions but there should be at least 3 parks permitted per property.

The solution for non residents is to provide proper carparks at the entrance to the town and in designated
areas near the beach.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?
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I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Ann Bennett (83078)Consultee

ann.russnz@gmail.comEmail Address

187 Luckens RoadAddress
West Harbour
West Harbour, Auckland
0618

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Ann Bennett (83078)Comment by

PC_183Comment ID

07/09/18 11:05Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Hahei SubmissionFiles

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

To Whom it may concern,

I write this submission as a joint property owner in the Hahei area.

We have owned our property at 7 Cathedral Court in Hahei since 1997. In the last 21 years we have
seen the gradual growth in visitors to this special part of NZ.

Whilst we are aware that this increase in volume of visitors causes certain issues and of course stretches
the resources of this quiet little coastal village, we are however disappointed in the two proposals that
are being considered.

Neither one or a combination of the two will in our view solve the issues.

I would call these proposals an overkill that will drastically change Hahei forever.

Last summer we were embarrassed to see that the Cathedral Cove walk car park was fenced off and
completely unused. Surely the car parks up there would have helped to cope with the demand? It is
not a very welcoming look to anyone. We don’t see the need to completely remove the parks for the
whole summer?

So point by point our opposition to the two proposals:-
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1/ The October 1st to 30th April period for the restrictions is far too long.

The main busy period is two to three weeks from Xmas.

2/ The park and ride currently works well and suggest that this is enhanced , fine tuned and grown.

3/ yellow lines on all streets in Hahei is ridiculous and unfair to locals and their visitors.

4/ 1 parking permit per house hold is totally unreasonable and unworkable.

We have two families involved with our property and a total of 9 owners via our family trusts who all
drive and at times are staying in Hahei. We currently have no issues with parking in or near our property.(
mostly on the berm by the road. It is not possible to park all the vehicles on our property.)

5/ Parking on the berms in Hahei should not be made illegal. This is part of the fabric of Hahei and
most sea side villages on the Coromandel and probably NZ wide. The berm parking is the only way
that Hahei can cope with the extra volume of mostly property owners visitors during the busy time .
Removing this would cause more problems.

When looking to solve the perceived parking / traffic problems of Hahei we believe that it is very
important not to disadvantage those who have an investment in the area. You need to ensure that
property owners whether they live permanently or have a holiday home have their needs met.

Then the needs of the visitors/tourists need to be looked at (where should they park).

I.e where do they park the camper vans and buses.

The two proposals totally disadvantage the local property owners and their visitors.

This is unacceptable as we have chosen to invest in property in this area, pay rates to be here and if
either of the proposals go ahead we will be limited/ compromised in the way that we chose to spend
our time in Hahei.

In our view the congestion in Hahei is not such a huge issue that warrants these proposals. The village
is very full for two to three weeks of the summer and then it slowly tapers off. During our holiday stay
in Hahei we have learnt to share this time and make certain arrangements to cope . Our kids actually
enjoy this busy time of the summer.

So how can we improve things?

Increase the size of the carparks

Allow more parking on the grass areas by the beach parking during the busy times to accommodate
more cars.

Do not allow campervans or buses to park in the beach front areas.

No parking on the street up to the cove carpark . Already in place.
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Allow berm parking

Install a footpath on one side of Hahei beach road . Suggest extending the footpath on the left hand
side all the way to the beach. Install a footpath from the main carpark out the back along Hahei Beach
Road to allow easy walking to the beach.

Limit the time allowed to park by the shops. Park one hour?

Erect sensible signage for the summer as you drive into Hahei advising visitors of the options and
available parking. And directing certain vehicles such as buses only to the parking area.

Look at the concessions granted and get those (businesses) who are benefiting to contribute to the
solving of these issues within Hahei. I.e the water taxi to Cathedral Cove and the Kayaking ( currently
the water taxi customers park close to the beach and then disappear to the Cove on the water taxi......this
encourages people to drive to the beach). They need to work in with the bus shuttle service.

All small campervans should stay only in a designated area or within the campgrounds

We look forward to the Council’s consideration of the opposition to the two proposals and a sensible
outcome that doesn’t disadvantage those with a vested interest.

It is really only a problem for a small part of the year........please don’t over react to try to fix this.........

Regards

Ann Bennett

7 Cathedral Court

Hahei

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.

Hahei SubmissionUpload your attachment here (file limit 4MB)
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Comment.
Jacinda Corlett (83080)Consultee

jacinda.corlett@gmail.comEmail Address

6 Weston AveAddress
Mt Albert
Auckland
1025

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Jacinda Corlett (83080)Comment by

PC_185Comment ID

07/09/18 14:02Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Removal of parking permanently on-street in Hahei would have major adverse and far reaching effects,
especially during the quieter months where parking demand is not an issue. I strongly disagree with
this option.

Therefore, of the two options proposed, I am in favour of Option 1 whereby residential permits are
issued during the peak season. With so many visitors to the area, this will need to be carefully managed
and enforced during the peak periods to be affective. It should also be coupled with measures to make
parking in the Council owned carpark more attractive, and this will mean reviewing the cost of parking
there, as well as using the park and ride service to Cathedral Cove carpark. We want visitors to look
to these parking places as being the primary place to park when they enter into Hahei, and this will
only work if costs are not prohibitive. If costs are too high, the combination of this and the resident
permit scheme will push vehicles to park on lawn space within properties, which is unideal for residents.
Making the Council carpark more attractive will also have wider benefits, intercepting a lot of traffic
before it enters the town, thus making the streets more pleasant for the crowds of pedestrians in
summer.

I do not agree with the length of time of the year that this is proposed to be implemented. Parking
issues tend to concentrated around December - February, and I don't believe it necessary to enforce
the permit restriction outside of these months. We often have many visitors to the bach, sometimes
with up to 4 cars associated with the property. Whilst I accept that this should be controlled during the
busiest months, outside of this demand for on-street parking is not critical. Implementing a resident
permit scheme during these quieter months would have unnecessary adverse affect for locals. I would
recommend that the parking permits are only operative 1 December - 1 March.
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NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I am a visitor to the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Ms Sarah MacDonald (83081)Consultee

midwaif@hotmail.comEmail Address

7 Pa RdAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Ms Sarah MacDonald (83081)Comment by

PC_186Comment ID

07/09/18 23:34Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I am not in favour of the proposal to mark yellow lines along selected streets as this will just push
parking back to other roads which will continue to cause problems for residents. It also restricts the
use of street parking for homeowners who may have overflow parking when guests visit.

I think the option of resident parking permits is more reasonable but two permits per household should
be the minimum.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mrs Celine Lawrence (83084)Consultee

celineandalan@hotmail.comEmail Address

31 Grierson CloseAddress
Hahei
Coromandel
1051

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mrs Celine Lawrence (83084)Comment by

PC_187Comment ID

08/09/18 05:46Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As a rate paying unit family for over 35 years in Hahei we 100% oppose all aspects of this bylaw.

For 35years we have parked on the berm adjoining our property and now you are proposing we are
no longer able to do this. You are penalizing us as long term residents! Our street Grierson Close has
never had any issues with visitor parking so why would you impose these rules to our street. It is
absurd! Option 1 implies 1 resident permit per rate paying unit. This is simply not feasible. Please
change this to at a minimum 2 for non main streets. How many properties have only 1 car in todays
society?! Virtually 0!!! Please please please do not let this bylaw pass. We have always parked on our
berm and this is the main place of parking for our property. It causes no disruption to anyone!!!!!

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
ms trudie burnham (83083)Consultee

trudiebeth@yahoo.comEmail Address

c/o hahei storeAddress
whitianga
3951

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

ms trudie burnham (83083)Comment by

PC_188Comment ID

08/09/18 06:07Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

i do not endorse either of the plans as proposed.

i propose we rank the issues as follows to discover what is important to people

i prioritize these issues as follows

1 preservation of the aesthetic value of our area

2 make or keep the village as a pleasant place for people to live

3 make the village a pleasant place for people to visit

4 promote our area as a tourist attraction

5 make tourism a (more) profitable stream for those engaged in it

6 make a visit to our area accessible for everyone who wants to come here

ask the question of what people would be willing to sacrifice for any of the other values

perhaps in this way we can lift a screenshot of the highest priority from all the diverse opinions

instead of just a binary choice between 2 unsatisfactory options, a way that council frequently bales
us up

to accept one of their proposals and then tells us we "had our say"
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my own view of what might help:

stem the tide of unbridled tourism exploitation

STOP any further promotion of "the Jewel in the crown" type esp overseas and esp those ads paid for
by council rates.

we could have stopped this campaign years ago and still be fending off the tsunami of visitors we have
yet to figure out how to accommodate.

restrict or discourage the number of vehicle trips made into the village by non residents. encourage
residents and bach owners to endorse an ethic of not using your car around the village when walking
is an easy option. stop all campervans at the front door. park at the church lot unless heading into
the campground. consider no buses into the village and cath cove.

make a loading zone out of the 11 carparks at the beach at the first right hand turn. a frequent area of
congestion and bottleneck. include a stop on the shuttle loop. keep 2 parks as disabled for loo access.
the remaining area becomes a drop off for ppl wanting to unload kids and beach gear. 5 min max.
the rest of the parking area is time limited. ticket enforced. beach road and berms also time limited
mayb 2 hours. if parkers obstruct driveways or thoroughfares immediate towing with a hefty fine ensues.
hopefully this will only be necessary 4 -6 weeks per year but we need to make enforcement actually
happen if we are going to try and control parking problem with signs. all profits go infrastructure answers
fund. maintain no parking zone on beach road from shop to beach. this allows foot traffic where there
is no sidewalking provided.

introduce resident stickers 2 free per household ( possible to buy more on annual basis ) allows no
penalty/no-pay parking all over south mercury bay. locals should not be expected to pay to park in
any council run park n pay scheme. we are already bearing the brunt of tourism pressure.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

8663542Telephone

trudiebeth@yahoo.comEmail

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Mike ELLIS (79250)Consultee

cheshire.cat3@icloud.comEmail Address

145 DURRANT DRIVEAddress
WHANGAMATA
3620

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Mike ELLIS (79250)Comment by

PC_189Comment ID

08/09/18 08:22Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I think the Residents' Parking Permits scheme would work best, provided it is enforced.

The popularity of the Hahei/Cathedral Cove means that a strict control is essential to protect the people
who live there and are not just visitors.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr Brett Codlin (83085)Consultee

Brett.codlin@gmail.comEmail Address

203 Batty RoadAddress
RD 1
Papakura
2580

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Brett Codlin (83085)Comment by

PC_190Comment ID

08/09/18 09:06Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I would like to vote for Resident parking permits only on the residential streets. Allowing visitors to park
in the free parking areas.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Comment.
Mr Ben Hall (83086)Consultee

marynben34@gmail.comEmail Address

34 Springfield RoadAddress
Auckland
1022

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr Ben Hall (83086)Comment by

PC_191Comment ID

08/09/18 10:33Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I agree that the Parking is a problem over the peak summer period,

Both options suggested seem to be an over reaction. to restrict parking throughout the entire village
of Hahei does not make sense particularly for the Pa Road end.

Resident only parking using a permit holder system would be cumbersome especially if there is only
one permit per dwelling,

Parking on the grass berm is only a problem sometimes during the wet months,

using the broken yellow lines may be suitable in some areas and this combined with allowing parking
on the grass berm would keep the roadway safe.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Lisa Handcock (83087)Consultee

milkt@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

61 Beaumont GreenAddress
Pauanui Beach
3579

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Lisa Handcock (83087)Comment by

PC_192Comment ID

08/09/18 21:06Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

None of the options are suitable. I believe as a rate payer in the Coromandel who already contributes
to the area via my rates that we should not be excluded from having permits. Only out of area visitors
should have to pay to park. By only giving the two options people like me who already pay you the
Council are being made to pay twice. The option of no parking on the roads is unsuitable for residents,
just listen to what they have to say about that option. Then the option of having resident only permits
is not suitable for people like me, who already pay via rates. How about the option of if you are resident
or TCDC ratepayer you can apply for a permit?

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District
but I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
Mr James Barker (83088)Consultee

Ajabarker@xtra.co.nzEmail Address

12 skilling plAddress
Pakuranga
Auckland
2012

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

Mr James Barker (83088)Comment by

PC_193Comment ID

08/09/18 21:29Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

Neither proposal is an option. It’s a camper van issue if you ask around , they take up too much room
around the shopping area.direct the campers to the rear car park and leave the rest of the traffic to do
what they have always done .park as close as you can with respect to people’s drive ways and then
walk. There is definitely an opportunity to have signs on how to park either angled or parallel as there
is a lot of mix n match space wasting going on during the 2 weeks around new year.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I own a property in the Thames-Coromandel District but
I live elsewhere in New Zealand

Please select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
miss Ana Pollock (83091)Consultee

anastashapollock@gmail.comEmail Address

84 Pa roadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

miss Ana Pollock (83091)Comment by

PC_194Comment ID

08/09/18 23:45Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.4Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I do not agree with either of the proposed amendments. As a permanent resident in Hahei I find both
options ludicrous in practicality. There is only one off street park at my residence.Essentially, if either
of these proposed changes go ahead, I would no longer be able to have visitors or even a bbq without
people parking and paying at the entrance to Hahei. I went to the last ratepayers and residents meeting
in Hahei and it was overwhemingly obvious that noone there wanted any of this. Thus, this is not a
"community driven" idea at all.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Comment.
mr Ben Thomson (83092)Consultee

benyt7@outlook.co.nzEmail Address

84 Pa roadAddress
Hahei
3591

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendmentEvent Name

mr Ben Thomson (83092)Comment by

PC_195Comment ID

09/09/18 00:06Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)

Consultation Point

SubmittedStatus

WebSubmission Type

0.3Version

Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I strongly oppose both of this proposed amendments. Neither would work for our household, we are
permanent residents. This view was held by the entirety of the last ratepayers and residents meeting,
which seemed to prove this was not a community driven idea at all.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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09/09/18 03:01Response Date

Parking Control Bylaw - Hahei parking amendment
(View)
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SubmittedStatus
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

As a Hahei ratepayer and resident, I don’t support either of the two proposed options relating to parking
on the berm in Hahei. I feel that both options would unfairly penalise residents and holiday home
owners/renters who often need to use the berms for additional visitors’ parking.

Restricted use of the berms would also unfairly penalise other local area residents who wish to drive
to the beach during the busy time when the car park is full.

Whilst parking of visitor vehicles is an issue that needs remedy, I feel the proposals will have too much
of a detrimental effect on residents to support.

Hahei is getting busier and the need for additional parking is unavoidable - the berms provide ideal
space but as presently used as unofficial parking it looks really messy and is open to inconsiderate
parking (eg campervans sticking their ends out and vehicles blocking driveways) - in addition to the
turf being ripped up in wet conditions.

A more effective use of the berms would be to formalise parking - install angle parking along Hahei
Beach Road between the beach and the shop, add a footpath to give a safe walking route down to
the beach.

In addition, painting parking bays in the beach side car park would increase the efficiency of the space
and encourage considerate and sensible parking.

I’ve often seen vehicles parked stupidly (eg camper vans parked at jaunty angles to optimise their sea
view whilst they sit inside).
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This beach side area should be for short term parking, maybe three hours, to allow for shorter beach
visits.

Further thoughts on camper vans - the larger ones cause problems when they try to park in car size
bays (eg blocking visibility for pedestrians and other vehicle users; sticking out into the road causing
other road users to swerve around them in a hazardous manner).

Perhaps provide dedicated camper van parking in the village entry car park. Suitably sized bays only
for camper vans, and prohibit from parking in car sized bays at the beach or village.

The village entry car park should be for long term (three hours plus) and overflow parking - and remain
free of charge, to encourage use.

In addition, there should be a footpath to allow safe walking all the way from The Church restaurant
and accommodation to the beach. Presently there is no footpath between The Church and Pa Road
or between the shop and the beach.

In addition, there is scope to make attractive walkways between the village entry car park and the
beach through the reserves.

Parking at the shop should have an enforced short term time limit. Presently people park outside the
shop and at the back by the Hall long term. These facilities need their own parking for patrons and
usually it’s only short term. Maybe a one hour limit outside the shop and a two hour limit by the hall
during the daytime, and no limits at nighttime.

The beach side car park and potential angle parks along the berms of Hahei Beach Road should be
short term (perhaps three hours) free parking. Long term parking should be available at the village
entry car park only.

The large shuttle bus from the village entry car park is problematic, in that it is an older vehicle that
spews diesel fumes and (in my opinion) should no longer be on the road. It hardly fits within an ideal
environmentally conscious image. Would be nicer to have electric vehicles, or at least cleaner burning
vehicles. (In the quieter times the operator does use smaller buses which aren’t too bad, the large
bus used over the busiest times is the problem)

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

We do not support either of the proposed options - nor a change to the by-law.

No changes are going to work unless there is policing of the parking restrictions and traffic laws.....
We dont hold out any hope of improvement unless policing happens.

Improved signage - large and easily read - urgently needed. Those put in last summer are too small
and easily missed - or not in the right places.

PARKING
The visitor car park should be free. The majority of vehicles coming in to Hahei go looking for free
carpark spaces when they see there is a charge to park in the visitor car park.

A fee to use the shuttle should remain.

Campervans and mobile homes should be banned from parking in all areas of the village. This
includes the beachfront carpark. They should use the visitor car park. ( access to the campground
shouldnt create a problem because they are transiting through the village). Campervan/mobile homes
are one of the main causes of problems.

The Hall carpark should be restricted to resident and hall users only. Maybe a maximum number of
hours? 3?

The Hahei Store parking area - URGENT! Needs 20 minute parking. I cant tell you how many times
in the last summer when we went to get our mail/paper etc we either couldnt park anywhere near the
store or - on 2 occasions, couldnt get into the area because a Cathedral Cove visitor had parked their
campervan/mobile home obstructively in that parking area. It was obvious that the cars were long term
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parking because there was no-one in the store or at the takeaway. The day long parking by visitors
must be very detrimental to businesses in the area

Hahei Beach Rd in the store/ Cathedral Court area - restrict parking - when is this going to be
implemented? Urgent! Have a bus stop here for the shuttle so that the retail area can scoop some
visitor custom.

Hahei Beach carpark - Pay and display with a restriction of 3 hours. Revenue to go back to Hahei
badly needed and improved facilities for visitors.

Beach carpark adjacent to the main beach carpark - entry from Harsant Avenue - resident and
commercial parking only

Footpaths - URGENT! In many areas there are none ( like from the entrance of the visitor carpark on
Hahei Beach Road to Pa Road) and visitors struggle to safely negotiate the slope/grass/shingle. Make
them wide enough for 2 people to walk abreast. Suggestion: put a pedestrian crossing on Pah Road
at the exit from the visitor carpark. we see pedestrians at that exit gazing around wondering where to
go - I know there is a sign just inside the carpark but its obvious they need more help with signage on
the other side of Pa Road. A wide footpath from Grange Road to the beach would help prevent parking
on that berm - and the absence of campervans/mobilehomes would also allow better passageway by
both pedestrians and vehicles. Parts of Grange Road need a formed footpath too.

Resident boundaries
References to Hahei 'residents' should include Orchard Road, Sarahs Hill, Lees Road, Hahei Beach
Road To Cooks Beach turn off, Link Road to Hot Water Beach turn off, as well as the main village
area.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

The Hahei Business Association does not support parking permits.

YesWould you like to speak at a hearing in
support of your submission?

0210351338Telephone

hello@thepourhouse.nzEmail

I am submitting on behalf of an organisation/company
which is based in the Thames-Coromandel District

Please select the option that best describes
you.
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Please provide your feedback on the proposed amendments to the Parking Control Bylaw

I don't like either of the options. I understand the need to close off the top cathedral cove carpark for
safety reasons. But the public should be able to park on all other public roads in hahei. Its part of living
by the beach and residents expect it. I should be able to take my family to the beach for the day and
not have to pay for parking. Its the kiwi way.

NoWould you like to speak at a hearing in support
of your submission?

I live in the Thames-Coromandel DistrictPlease select the option that best describes you.
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